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The mystic experience is the beginning of all mysticism, and this 
experience is subjective and authoritative. When Jean Paul Sartre speaks 
of all existentialists holdine the common view that "subjectivity must be 
the starting point,• he is touching upon that which differentiates the 
Jll1'stic from the student of mysticism, who knowing a great deal of the 
philosophy, psychology, or dialectic of mysticism, never experiences 
that which Augustine defines as 1 the flash of a trembling glance when my 
mind came to Absolute :Being, That Which Is. 8 
The Jll1'stic then endeavors to describe his subjective, and for him who 
received it, authoritative experience in words which will convey to his 
hearers o:ll' readers the de:pth and meaning of that experience. At thiB 
point the art of communication fails, and the man or woman who has exper-
ienced what is essentially ineffable is reduced to using symbols that can 
onl;v hint at the beauty and depth of that experience. Then for mystic and 
audience alike, Geethe 1 s definition must take over: 1MYsticism is the 
scholastic of the he~. the dialectic of the feelings.• 
~sbroeck, in !he Adol"lllllent of the Spiritual Marriage says: 
'.And the coming of the Bridegroom is so swift that He is alwaya come 
and is alwa;ys dwelling within us with all His riches: and ceaselessl;v 
and ever and again He is coming in His own Person with new clarity, 
just as if He never were come before. For to be come consists in an 
eternal now, without time, Which is constantl;v received in new Joy 
and new delight.• 
Take this passage apart, philologically speaking, and it aPPears one 
mass of contradiction. To come indicates motion, an arrival at a place 
ii1 
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where the subject was not before; al~s dwelling, connotes a continual 
presence which once come could only come again by a departure which is in 
no way indicated. To come indicates an action which must be completed in 
time, and could only be received in new joy and new delight if the original 
act of coming were repeated. 
But let the spirit of that passage take over and heart and feelings 
will respond where the mind has scoffed. "The heart has its reasons which 
reason does not know.•1 Once heart and feelings accept the coming of the 
~ridegroom, the swiftness is understandable, representing the consuming 
present, when, in that original joy and delight all that was past becomes 
less than prologue, it is forgotten; and all that is to come is not anti-
cipated. In that moment, the hope expressed by Faust, Verweile doch, du 
bist so sch8n! becomes the mystic reality, 2 
~ authoritative part of the experience lies in the compulsion to 
share or instruct others in the ~stic Way. This is a paradox because 
the ~ridegroom, to continue the ~sbroeckian figure, comes to whomever 
He will and no amount of preparation, the mystics are in universal agree-
ment at this point, can induce Him to come: but once He has come, those 
who have prepared for Him and received Him seem to be under a divine compul-
sion to share all of their knowledge in the light of their mystic experience 
with those who would prepare for it; but who may never receive it by their 
own endeavors. 
1. Pascal, ~laise, Thoughts, ed. Thomas s. Kepler (~ew York: World Pub-
lishing eo., 1955), p. 336. 
2. Goethe, Faust (Stuttgart: Verlag der J. G. Cotta1 schen Buch!andlung, n.d.), 
Part 2, Act V, line 524, p, 368. 
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Such a one b John of ~sbroeck whose life spans almost the entire 
Golden ~ of Jf;rsticism and whose teachilJ&s and writings have directlT 
influenced such men as Gerhardt Groote and John Tauler, and, through 
these men, have influenced the course of the Reformation. When one con-
siders that Luther, Calvin, and LoTQla were trained bT men who had studied 
with the :Brethren of the Col!Jl:lon Life, and had been infiuenced bT the 
Friends of God movement, the position of ~sbroeok \ecomes clear and 
the Judi;ment of Jones is validated: •~sbroeck is the link that joins 
the two movements-the Friends of God and the :Brothers of the Common Life--
1 together, and the spirit of both groupe is found in him,• 
With a renewed interest in ~sticism on the part of professional 
writers and scholars, it is not a little surprising that so little con-
centration has appeared lis•ed in 1Microfilm Abstracts• and in •Doctoral 
Dissertations.• OnlT ten theses or dissertations are listed since 1934 
which deal with the general field, and onlT three have worked in the time 
span of this dissertation, none dealing with the :Blessed John of ~sbroeck. 
A doctoral dissertation was submitted to the UniversitT of Michigan 
in 1952 bT John E. :Bingley entitled, 1Jf;rsticism and its effect on the 
attitudes towards literature and learning in the formative TSars of monae-
ticiam;1 and in 1936 at Southern :Baptist SeminaTT, John B. StuckeT submit-
ted a dissertation on 1A survey of mysticism until the Reformation;• in 
1929, Grace Agnes Lee wrote a thesisfor the M. R, E, degree on 1 The infl'tl.-
ence of the :Brethren of the Common Life on three great Reformation leaders 
-Erasmus, Sturm, Loyola1 at :Boston University, One other doctoral diesel'-
1, Jones, Rufus, Studies in Mfstical Religion (London: 1909), p, 308, 
tation by Claudia Louise Salley at the University of Michigan in 1953 
touched upon Gerhardt Groote in "The ideals of the Devotio }~derna as 
reflected in the writings and the life of Jacques Lefevre d 1Etaples.• 
In reading the writings of Rcysbroeck, many of which are in meter 
and some in rb7me, one is almost intuitively aware of the propriety of 
poetry to interpret the mystical writings; for poetry captures flavor 
and spirit, as well as maintaining intellectual integrity. The meaa-
ure in the following study is English Heroic Verse, without rb7me, for 
in the words of Kilton: 1Rime being no necessary Adjunct or true Orna-
ment of Poem or good Verse, in longer Work• especially, but the InveD-
tion of a barbarous Age, to set off wretched matter and lame Meter; 
••• •
1 !he first chapter, therefore, likewise imitates Milton in 
maaner, if not in excellency, as an invocation, followine the classic 
pattern, appears, 
The second chapter which opsns the body of the study defines 
~sticism in terms of Ruysbroeck1 s writings and establishes Ruysbroeck's 
place among the Christian mystics, together with a correlation of his 
own phraseology with the more commobly used terms of mysticism. 
The third chapter presents the biographical data for the :Blessed 
John of Rcysbroeck. 
The fourth chapter considers Ruysbroeck 1s doctrine of God, his coD-
cept of the nature of Christ and the function of the Holy Spirit, together 
with his doctrine of man and concept of the Church as these various themes 
appear in his writings. 
1. Milton, John, Paradise Lost, ed. Merritt Y. J:tughes (New York: The 
Odyssey Preas, 1935), p. 6· 
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The fifth chapter interprets Ru1sbroeck1 s influence upon Gerhardt 
Groote and John Tauler, and leads to the summary and justification of 
the stud;r. 
Although Dean Inge believes that ~8broeck draws his knowledge 
from Eckhart, this great German m;rstic lies outside the scope of thia 
stud;r which is confined to the influences of Ruysbroeck on Groote and 
Tauler. While it is of more than passing interest to note that Eckhart 
was actuall;r Prior at the school where John ~auler studied., there is no 
trace of Eckhart's influence on ~auler, while a few evidences of Ruya-
broeck'e impression upon Tauler are noted in one of the appendices. 
~ tremendous contribution of Evel;rn Underhill to the literature 
of ~sticiam cannot be overevaluated. 
Rer general work Mrsticism has become one of the stande.rds in the 
field replacing W. R. Inge 1s lectures on Christian Mrsticism. While she 
is keenly- aware of the ps;rchological aspect of m;rsticism, she has not 
been blinded to the reality of the mystical experience. Her monograph 
on ~sbroeck is b;r far the best in Inglish; for Vincent Scully's 
A Medieval J(r!tic lacks objectivity. 
Again, in the general field, the reader must be familiar with the 
two works by Rufus Jones, The Flowering of )f,ysticism and Studies in My-sti-
o&l -Religion. These are penetrating in insight and sympathetic by nature 
in contrast to the tongue in cheek attitude of Robert Vaughn whose tremen-
doue reading in the mystics produced one of the first books in the field. 
• 
Hours With The Mrs tics. It is unfortunate that Vaughn's reading resulted 
in a book cast in the form of dialogues which never quite arrive at maturity. 
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Any writer must depend upon the life of the !leased John of Ruys-
broeck as presented first by Renricus Pomerius. From this beginning 
all others draw their source material. One of the best monographs on 
Ruysbroeck was published in 1923 by A. Wautier D 1 ~galliers entitled 
!uyabroeck 1 1Admirable. He has captured the spirit of the times ade-
quately and treats with sympathetic understanding Ruysbroeck 1 s mysticism. 
His exposition of the doctrine of Ruysbroeck and of the originality of 
this mystic are full and complete and have established a standard against 
which all other works must be measured. 
The investigation began with study of the life of Ruysbroeck, re-
turning to original scurces, wherever possible. Then followed a reading 
of his works in transle.tion. The original writings are in Dutch; but 
complete works are available in Latin and in French and a goodly portion 
of the wri tinge in English and in German. Next follo~red a study of Groote 
and Tauler in the same pattern, but of more limited scope; the study being 
made to ascertain the truth of Jones 1 premise cited above. Secondary 
sources proved an invaluable means of augmenting the originals, especially 
in regards to the writings; but wherever possible, these have been checked 
against available originals or standard translations. The conclusions that 
his influence would flow 
Into the spirit of a time to come 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • his ideas 
Would come to flower in a way of life 
A,part from speculation • • • • • • 
e.s through the teach-
ings of Gerhardt Groote, Ruysbroeck1 a love of work took hold of men; and 
the lley'stical concept of the spiritual marriage with Christ and the rest 
in God reached many through the preaching of John !l'auler. 
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In u atomic age. when man's own mind 
Is burdened b7 a power now unreleasedl 
!'hat onoe swged in a si~~gle life of Han-
God touches me. Yiel4i~~g to u impalas 
Which I half :rear.2 I reach an open hand-
Anticipatillg a response from God 
.b personal at least as vh8lll. friends aeet-3 
1. !l!le power o:r the atom vas f.Jiherent in matter at all times. On.l.7 
in the past few 7ears has au discovered the Ya7 to release that 
power. and ones released to harness it for cood or ill. !he 
power nov 'UIIl'eleased refers to the power thet vas once released 
til the life of Je8U8 o:f' llrasareth. !'hat 881118 power (i.e. • to be-
come the sons o:r God. John 1:12). iB pict'llrld aa a lnlrden -a;pon 
man1 a mind. because that power ia confined b7 our little faith. 
2. O:f'. • 1 !1!he Hound of Keannl b7 J'rancia !l!hompson0 especiall:y the fine. •Lest haviD.g l!1m0 I must have naught beside; • • • I quoted 
in Kaaterpiecaa of Religious Verse 0 James Dalton Morrhon. ed. 
(Jrev fork: Lrper aD4 :Brctl!.era. 194S) • p. 57. 
3. £!. • the linea q110ted b7 Ei11g George VI. in his Christmas message 
broadcast in 1939. 
1And I said to the man who stood at the gate of the 7B&rl 
'Give me a light. that I mq tread safel:y into the 'Wiknown!' 
And he replied: 
10o out into the darkness and pnt TOW hand into the 
llaDd o:r God. 
!'hat shall be to 70u better than light and safer than a 
known Ya7 • I I 
M. Louise Haskins 
Quoted in Morrison. o;p. cit. • Po 92. 
1 
!o touch u open book.1 Appalled b7 this, 
ConY1nced I had boon taken m-the f'a1 th 
:haporatea, alld shuddering I d1B111ss 
!he epieode as f'UI!I7 ud address 
Jf;rself' h routble taw. ~e basic needs 
Sa.ppl1o4, I rest JDT•elf', ud sitting down, 
Jf;r halld falls upon the book still oponed. 
!l!he 41a reae~~brance of' a word flashes 
lJpon the 1mlar4 eye, 2 and so liT a1n4 
Soarohes 1helf' f'or a clearer rts1on:-
liDding a garden OOC1lPied b7 one 
Who had 'beea reading, I create the scellO 
Of' .luguatille' a conwrsion, 3 and tho word 
1. Cf',, •eamera4o, this iB no book; 
Who touches this, touches a man.• 
Walt Whit:.an 
Quoted in Aaor1can Poetrz and Prose, llroraan J'oerster, ed. 
(:Boato~:~: HOughto11 H1f'fi11l Co~~~P&DT, 1934), roy, ed., II, 906, 
2. •:ror of't vhea oil -., couch I lie 
h Y&eant or in penal,.. mood 
!hq nallh u,pon the 1Dward qe 
Which 1o tho \lies of' solitude; ••• • 
William Wordsworth 
Quoted 1n Xorrlsoll, o:p. cit,. p. 20, 
3• 1 So was I speaking and weeping in the most bitter colltrition of' 
liT heart, when, lo! I heard f'rom a neighbouring house a yo ice, 
as of' bo;r or girl, I bow not, chlmting, and of't repeating, 
'!ak:e up alld read; !L'ake up and read. 1 Instantl;r, liT countenance 
altered, I began to think most 1nsistentl;r whether children were 
wont ill aliT k:f.D4 of' plq to sing such words: nor could I remem-
ber ner to han heard the like, • • , lagerl;r then I returned 
to the place where Al;rpiuo was sitting; f'or there ha4 I laid the 
TOluao of' tho jpoetlo when I arose thence.• Augustille, 
Conf'euiono tr, lcbrard !, Paae;r, 1!rhe l!anard Claso1ca 1 (low York: 
P, r. Collier and Soil, 1909). TII, 141-142, 
2 
1!olle lege0 seizes me, aow the book 
lleaeath my hand becomes alive, I find 
A record of the past which points to God--
God in the life of IIIUI. that made a man 
Divine, as the Blessed Joha of Ruysbroeck 
Drew meaning from the aame engraved upon 
!he Sparkling Stone,1 ~curiosity 
Impelled, I read the little book to find 
2 l'our ~~en, one, an hireling who served himself; 
A faith:f'uJ. servant aext, who loved the Lord;3 
And then a secret friend compelled b7 love 
!a heed the quickeaiug counsels;4 then at last, 
A hidden son who was completely nude--
A bare and imageless son--whose spirit 
Transport beyond the flesh was one with God, 5 
l, •And therefore the Spirit of our Lord speaks thus in the Book 
of the Secrets of God, which St, John wrote down: to him that 
overcometh, he says, that is to him who overcometh and con-
quereth himself and all else, will I give to eat of the hidlen 
manna, that is, an inward and hiddea savour and celestial joy; 
And will give him a sparklinr stone, and in the stone a new 
aame written which ao man knoweth saving he that receiveth tt. 
Joha llu;rsbroeck, !he Sparkling Stone, tr, 0. A, Wynschenk Dom 
(London: John~ Watkins, 1951), cap, iv. Of,, Rev. 2:17. 
2, !he Sparkling Stone, cap, vi, 
3· Ibid,, cap, vii. 
4. 
.ill!·. cap, viii, 
5· .ill!·. cap. i:x:, 
Co:afuaed by divers images, I sensed, 
UncoiiiPl'ehellding the hidden spelling 
Of the sacred Daile, holy ll8llle, --diviDe, 
Intangible fro• which all elementa 
llecebed their fozw. Insensible to tillle 
.And apace, as one completely labor worn 
Lies down and in the aoment before sleep, 
Sensa dulled, anticipates oblivion 
So I anticipated God =til 
Paasivity, to an echoing voice, 
Taniehed at coiiii18Jld of the Rol7 One: 
1 Son of man,• I vas transported with Jo7: 
1 Son ef 118Jl, • I vas overcome with love; 
•Son of man,• I vas prostrate before God 
1 Stand upon 70ur feet, I will speak: to 70U.l 
2 As a traveler sees hiB goal, 7ou have seen. 
1. llzeld.el 2:1. 
2. 1 I relllelllber vall 
One Journq, how I feared the track vas aiBaed 
So long the c1t7 I deaired to reach 
Lq hid; when auddanlT its spirea afar 
l'laehed thr01lgh the clouds; 70u may conceive 
~ tranaport. Soon the vapors closed again, 
lla.t I had aeen the cU7, and one suoh glance 
Jro darknesa co'Uld obacure. 
Robert :Browning 
4 
(bloted ia arr. by Jesse llalae;y (Jrev York: AbiugdoD-
Cokealn:Jr;y, 
!l!he .10Ul'U7 1s 1tUl 70ur1, and will 'be 7ours 
trntn the rlsioa becomes 7our knovl~ 
:faowledge ;rieldiDg to producUvi t7 
ShoYB work, 'b7 which the vision of ,.our faith 
I1 ,1uatified. !be coapleted c,.cle 
l'aith, knowledge, work, will bring 7ou here where nov 
You 1tand, 70u will adTance no more than thia, 
llut thil will be the worth where now 70u feel 
You will both feel and know that I am God. • 
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CRAP'!ZR TWO 
!!!HI MYSTIC WAY 
A De:tini tion of M)reticilllll 
Man reaches eager, trembling banda to touah 
:Before and after. !l!he lipa of 1011e ao11114 
Me and aiDe,l ~~agio vorda to han and hold 
lqateriou ]lOVer over the 1maeen. 
!!Ieee llll&i aoar aboYe the crowd, IIUIItained 
Like 81aon Megzms, b:y contrivances 
Hidden froa curious e:yea, but groaal;y real. 
!hie ~~agio power, b;y acme exalted far 
J!e:youd the seltiehneaa of charlatan, 
Directed toward h'aaaDit:y at large, 2 
A;ppeare to be the JDTStic va;r; but set 
:B;y that great -3 these rlrtues pale 1mtil 
6 
1. 1 • • • we 11&7 cla88 broadl:y as magical all fol'llls of self-seekiug 
tranaeendentalia. It aatters little whether the apparatu which 
the:y ue be the incantations of the old magicians, the congregational 
prqer for rain of orthodox Churchmen, or the conaciousl:y self-
h;n!Dotis1Dg derlces ef 'lev !!hought': whether the end proposed be 
the encation of an &~~g~l, the power of tranaceuding cir01Distances, 
or the healiug of disease. !he obJect 1a alva;ra the aame: tlie delib-
erate exaltation of the will, till it transcuds its 1l8Ual limita.-
tions and obtaiDI for the ael:f' or group of selves so1118th1ng which 
1t or the:y dicl not prerloual:y possess. 1 Underhill, M;raticilllll, p. 71. 
2. 1It 11 an 1Ddi'l'idualistic and acquisitive science: in all its forms, 
an aoti'l'it;y of the intellect, seeking Realit:y for its own purposes, 
or for those of lmlaaait:y at large. 1 JW. 
3. ~sticia, whose great D&lll8 is often given to these super-sensual 
acti'l'ities, has JIOthing in common with this.• ~ 
!he cheapaess &114 the crudeness resillue 
llell&in. !fo'I1Ching that residue, so• aiJids, 
J'erge11ting that the mind itself creates 
~ isage of the eeaees, hesitate, 
.Aa4 then, Oaar-like, proclaim that lfature 
!ri~e,l &114 all phenomeua can 'be 
l:tpla1De4; &I if all uature a:od the aiDd 
Were oae great monolith on desert eaD4 
Bieing into •othingness, nothing worth,2 
~. other aiDde, obeessed 'b7 their own worth, 
!ouch thie eame reeidue a:od interpret, 
:97 -qgaries of words, the 1117st1c miD4. 3 
1, .Alfred •orth Whitehead in relegates 
•ature to a dull polition, ehould in 
truth be reserved for ourselves; the rose for ite scent, the 
night1Dga].e for his song a:od the sun for ita radiance. !!!he 
poete are entirel.T aistake:a. They ehould addre11 their lyrics 
to thamaelves, aD4 ehould turn them into odee of self-congratu--
lation oa the ueellency of the hUII&l1 aiJid, •ature 11 a dull 
affair, aoun4leea, ecentless, colourless, aerel.T the hurrying 
of ll&hrial, eDdleaely, meaninglessly, 1 p. 80, 
2. lie woulll auert that there can be no e11ential difference 
between ecstasies Whether produced by narcotics, or by hypnotic 
nggestion, or again, by what is known as religious ideas. 
Othervile it would be necessary that human :aature ehould vary 
in its very core, 1 (De Xontmorand, llev. Philo, 1905) De Mar-
quette, Jacque, Iatroduetioa to Ooa;parative !f;rsticism (JI'ew 
York, Ph1loeophieal Library, 1§49), p, 
3. !!!his erellitic interpretation of 1!17Bticism hae been genuinely 
etrengthened by the aetivities of the great contemplative& • 
.Al.tho'llgh they thaselves never fell into the error of eo!l-
tusing quietism aD4 passivity with true 1!17Bticiam. 
7 
.b. infant toyiDg with eternal block:s,1 
Building fantastic castles on the floor; 
Toppling, rebuilding, break the heart 1s desire, 
Iot once seeing that the blocks unbuilded 
Spell a name, 2 ineffable and sublime. 
1. J. :B. Pratt in hie book !he Bel1.dous Consciousness endeavors 
to Shape -rsticiem by psychology. Ria words illustrate this 
passage ill the text. •Oar point of view being here psychological 
we must seek for a definition which shall take ~sticiem as a 
psychological concept and make use of purely psychological 
differentia. .And so far as I can see, if we are to do this--if 
we are to regat;d -rsticism as a peculiar form of experience 
differing psyehologicallz from other forma--we must give it a 
definition m eno'Dgh to include lllaJcy" things which are not 
specifically religious. One of the best short definitions of 
~sticiam that have been s~sted is 'the consciousness of a 
:Beyond.' !his is of course, indefinite, but by making it 
somewhat more elaborate and explicit we ean construct a defin-
ition which tho'Dgh clusy will, I think, fUl all the essential 
requirementa. I propoae, therefore, that for our purposes, 
~sticism be defined as the sense of the presence of a being or 
reality thrcragh other means than the ordinary perceptive proces-
ses or the reason. It is the sense or feelipg of this presence, 
not the belief in it, and it is not the result of sight or hear-
ing or touch, nor ia it a conclusion one reaahes by thought; it 
is instead, an illmediate and intuitive experience.• p. 337. 
Professor Pratt continues for several ~· to bring the knowl-
edge of the 'infant• [f.. e., psychologzj to bear upon ~sticiam 
with little success, a fact not surpriaing considering the 
scope of the book and the extent that his •training in psychol-
ogy has provincialbed ffiii/ judgment and power of evaluation. 1 
preface, viii. 
2. One critic accused Edwin Arlington Robinson of viewing the world 
as a prison house. When told of that criticiBBI, he replied, •Not 
a prison house-but a kindergarten where we are trying to spell 
God vi th the wrong blocks. 1 
1Psyoholog 11 a science of origins, not validity; and to claim 
for it the power of deciding 'tqlon the validity or truth of ideas 
is, in the and, to discredit it. 1 E. Hel'llaZI, !he Meaning and 
Valllll of M,rsticilll (Joeton, !he Pilgrilll Pre sa, n.d.), p. 10. 
!he preface is 4ated London, 1915, and penciled date in the 
:Boston Public Libra17 cow is JUlie 30, 1916. 
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!L'hat some han failed to see upon the blocks 
!he letters spellil:lg God, produced a wa:r 
ot life whose sensuality condemned 
JJ.l lo~~gil:lgs of the soW. as vain, and hope 
For future life as a mild opiate, 
InduciDg rest, hal'llless to the body 
Corporate when controlled. And mystics died,1 
.la other IIBn; but what they saw-was it 
1 8ome ft.st ocean empire of 1llusion•2 
Where those adTenturoua thillkera went aatra:r, 
Or was it truth intuitinly seen7 
.As Xoses looked from Jrebo 1s height to see 
!he promised la.Dd) What shapes the lb"stic Ya:r 
1. 1 !1'he spirit o:r the time may be right and then we can only murmur 
1So much the worse for mysticism.' I:f it be dead and well dead, 
as animal sacrifice and patria POtestae and feudaliBII are dead, 
then it is a sUbject only for psychological dissection or hist-
orical reoord. Yet it may not be dead. Perhaps the truth 1B 
that men no loDgBr lalow how to use it; and then so :au.ch the 
worse for those who haTS foreotten, • Charles A. :Bennet, .&. Philo-
soPhical st~ of Mfstioi .. {Jrew RaTen, !he Tale UDiTersity 
Preas, 1923 , p, 3. 
2, ltant, Critique of Pure Reason, .['Barni, i, p. 304J 
3. 11Ter,r aspiriDg spirit has stood for brie:f but indelible momenta 
upon the confines of a new world, has to1lChed heights he was not 
competent to keep, has felt in one pasaiDg :flash of intuition that 
all thiDge were possible to him that belieTeth, Such meteoric 
ill1lllinatione haTe made him turn wistful eyes to the lf;rstic Ya;r, 
only to be repelled once more by its sharply defined stages, ita 
'tlnfamiliar mechania and its archaic trappil:lgs; aboTB all, by ita 
hateful suggestion of eeotericiem.• Herman, op. cit •• p. 34. 
1!he spirit of man 8€&in and again wine heights which it ia not 
competent to keep, aDd sees promised landl upon which it 1a not 
yet peraitted to set foot, 1 Ibid., p. 62. 
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!o aake it what it is! identi~ 
The false, pe:rcein the true, . though hidden deep 
~ath external forms that, :repellent 
!o o11r nat11r1, seem akin to madness! 
!be belo'\'84 disciple set the content1 
.&ad each one chooses his own fol'111 of speech 
!o exp:reea that which he bas known to be 
!rae love; and thus for him the ~stic WaF 
Ia that which 4:rawa him closest to hie Lon 
His life recorda the stl"U&gle of the ao'tll. 
!o hold that Leva. 2 .&ad thus simpl7 defined 
!be whole of Ch:rhtian Dcy"sticiBII lies 
In leva identi~ug milld and ao'tll. 
With God, and aharing sacrifice with Ch:riat, 
Intelligeat andunde:rstandable3 
1. II John 
2. •n 11 1a our steadT and 1111remitting straggle with the anrage 
that o11r ulvation liesl to conto:rm to the anrage is to lose 
one'• so'tll.. 1 ~· o,.. cit., p. 66. 
3. 1Jut ita beginning an4 ih end, its driving power an4 its sub-
stance is 41Biate:reete4 lon, With St. Catherine of Genoa it 
4esi:res, not &JQ'thbg that comes forth froa God, but God only; 
with DelRe Gertra4e More it testifies that 1to gin all for lon 
is a aost aveet bargain,' and cries out in its passionate 
aoaeats, 1Let ae love or not live.• Such lon 1B continents 
remoTBd from the fiabby religious emotion that passes under 
that name. It is aeither sentillental nor nebulous. It is the 
intelligent and deliberate identification of the soul with the 
mind and purposes of God, and inwlves a sharing of the sacri-
ficial life of Christ. It imposes en inexorable discipline end 
commits to a va:r from which there is.no discharge.• Bel'lll&ll, 
op. cit., P• 68. 
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fb those who have so loved; ~sterious 
fb those who have not known that love in God.1 
:S. THE MYS!I!IC WAY: AN EV'.ALUATION OF RUYSBROECX'S 
PLACE AMONG THE CHRISTIAN MYSTICS 
Rising above the minions of the earth 
The saints loved visibly2 stand heads above: 
Looking after, to see the guiding past; 
Looking forward, to glimpse the shining light; 
:But set amid the working of the day 
They labor3 with their hands for God and man.4 
1. Appendix A in Christian M;rsticism by w. R. Inge lists twenty-six 
definitions of ~sticism many of which stress a supra rationalism 
which can best be expressed by the analogy to love. This defini-
tion in no way limits the modes of expressing or communicating a 
knowledge of that love to others. It merely says whet ~sticiam 
is and does not touch the how and why. 
2. 1 Surely the saints you loved visibly came 
!l!o welcome you, that day in Picardy--
Stephen, whose dying eyes beheld his Lord, 
Michael, a living blade of crystal name, 
And all the nower of heavenly chivalry. • 
Amelia Josephine :Burr, Hearts Awake (lliev York: 
Doubleday, Doran & Company, Iiic., 1919). 
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3. 1Jll records of ~sticiem in the West, then, are also the records of 
supreme h1l1l18.11 activity. Not only of 'wrestlers in the spirit' but 
also of great organiEers, such as st. !l!eresa and St. John of the 
Cross; of missionaries preaching life to the spiritually dead, such 
as St. Francis of Assisi, St. Ignatius of Loyola, Eckhart, Suso, 
!l!auler, Fox; of philanthropists, such as Catherine of Genoa or St. 
Vincent de Paul; poets and prophets, such as Mechthild of Magedeburg, 
Jacopone da !l!odi and :Slake; finally, of some immensely virile souls 
whose participaion [iii/ in the Absolute Life has seemed to force on 
them a national destin7. Of this St. :Bernard, St. Catherine of SieD-
na, and Saint Joan of Arc are the supreme examples.• Underhill, 
M[sticism, p. 173. 
4. !!!he Spiritual Marriage, lib. 11, cap. l:xxiii. Ct. Underhill, 
Mfsticiem, p. 173. 
!b.q keep a youth1'ul spirit, despite age;1 
Jnd if' their laJ~g~~&gt~ seems obscure and odd 
!'he;v aak how !naiaD. words can picture God. 2 
.&lloDg the blest whose knowledge was of' God 
One stands al.ou 1DU'ivalled in hie graap3 
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1. •~rca f'1rat to laat he Lihe ~stisJ exhibita all the oharacteriatica 
of' ;vouth; DeTBr loae-aa that arrested thiJig, the normal adult IIIUSt 
-the :tr .. hneas of' his reactions on the world. He lias the spontan-
eit;r, the reaponaiTBneae, the instabilit;r of' ;vouth; experiences all 
its struggles and astoniahments. Be is awept b.Y exalted feeling, is 
capable of' ideal Tiaicln and quixotic adT8Jlture: there is 1colour in 
hh soul, 11 UDderhill, !l!he Jr;rstic Waz, p. 49. 
2. Dom Cuthbert !utler in the Prologue of his book Western M(sticism, 
has a concise and excellent presentation of' the 1~ problem 
that faces J178Ucs. He ·~· 1n part, 1 'l'he obacurit;v and apparent 
extravagance of their laDgUage 1a due to their courage in atruggliJig 
with the barriers and limitations of' lwman thought and laugua.ge 1n 
order to describe in some fashion what the;v experieaced in the 
height of' the ~tic state.• p, 5. 
3. 1 Sttldenta of' J178t1ciam from the pages of' the .AreopagUs onwards will 
scarcel;v discover an;rthing tor which ths;r cannot recall a parallel 
elsewhere. llu.t there are man;r who maintain that :Blessed John stands 
alou, unrivalled, in his grasp of' what we ~ ter111 the metaph;rsics 
of' ~sticiam, in the dedication and sureness of' his touch when dee-
cribiJig the Jilenomena and progress of' the ~etic union, and in the 
combined beaut;v, liaplieit;v, and loftiness of' his langoage and st;rle,• 
!'he Catholic ~lopedia (!'he Gilmar;r Societ;v, Bew York, 1912), XIII, 
p. 281. Art. sbroeok1 b,y VinciJlt SC11l.l;v. 
1Jan Tan JlaTsbroeok ••• h the greatest of' the J'loiah m;vstics, and 
IIIUSt take high rank in an;r list of Christian contempJ.at1 ves and 
saints. • Underhill, Introduction to !l'rans. b;r 
C, .1. W;vaschenok Doll (LOD4on: John , p. :z:1. 
IJ'ext to Keister llckbart i• depth of' lite and in the 11asaivensss of' 
his spiritual impact of' all the m;vstica of' this fourteenth centur:v 
moveaent 1a Jan JlaTsbroeck, the greatest J'lemhh m;raUc. Eckhart 1a 
more Gothic and daimonie, in the good senee of' that word, than ~ 
broeok 18, but ~sbroeck h more serene in spirit and clearer both in 
vision and in at;vle than Eckhart. !ogether the;r are 1the Heavenl;v 
!l'vins 1 in the circle of' 1the J'rienda of' God. 1 It ou could compJ.etel;r 
grasp and assimilate what these Discuri of' the -:retioal life have re-
ported of' U, he would know all that one needs to know of ~sticism. • 
Rutus Jones, !l!he J'lower1Dtj of' M(sticia, Po 194. 
Of love so deep that h'UIIIan attribut81 
lfwlt die 1n blessedness to be reborn 
As len demands.1 Ilia DIJJIIe is lost but called 
:Br his little village DIJJIIe of Rqsbroe~ 
John has earned an honored place and the Church 
!ardil7 has called him Elessed3 where once 
!be learned Gerson called him heret1e.4 
Such stigma die• but slowly in the heart. 
Of those who •ern the Mother Church; but he 
Kia1elt proclaimed his fait~:a.81s5 servi:a.g 
1. 1 ••• whe:a. the lpirit beholds a Dark:a.eas into which it cannot 
e:a.ter with the reason • • • end this is en u:a.fathomable abyss 
wherein - aust die to himself 1n blessed:a.ess, and aust live 
again 1:a. rirtus, whe:a.ever love end its stirring dema:a.d it. 1 
!uTsbroeck, !he Sparkl1:a.s Stone, p. 220, 1951 edition. 
2. 1 0f his father we know nothi:a.g; John's only fam1l7 naae, nn Rqe-
broeck, is taken fro hh :u.tive hamlet. • Catholic llnczclopedia, 
loo. cit., p. 280. 
3. 1A long and oft-interrupted series of attempts to secure official 
acknowledgae:a.t of his heroic virtues from Rome was crowned at 
le:a.gth b7 a Decree, Dec. 1908, contirmi~~t; to him under the title 
of 1Eleued1 his cultu ab immemorabili tempore. 1 Ibid., p. 281. 
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4. J'or a complete refutation of Gerson1 s charges, see Ull.llan, Reformers 
before the Reformat1on,II, pp. 46-49. 
5. "Likewise, it is correct to s~ that Rqsbroeck:1s ~stichm and 
eccleaiolog aupport and clarif'7 each other. He knows the human 
faults and aehiBJiatic llhaaea of' Mother Church. llut he also knows 
her Petrine foundation, her apostolic power and order, and her 
ultimate i:a.T1:a.cib1lit7. 1 1la7 o. Petey, Late Medieval M;raticism 
( 1!he Libr8!7 of Christian Classics•; PhiladelPhia: Westminster 
Preas, 1957), P• 290. 
1And next I will ·~ that all good men are united with God through 
meena. !haae meana are the grace of' God, and the aacraments of Ji:ol7 
Church ••• 1 !uT&broeck, !he :Book of' S!!;preae !ruth, cap. iii. 
HaDkind with grace and God with greatest love.l 
!!me, feeding 1upon His Immensit:r • 
Which cannot be devoured; and :reaming 
After Hie Ini'1n1t7 which cannot 
~e atta1ned•2 John1s own exerciee of love 
nallhed like lightning in the aq--abova 
.&l.l reaeon, activities of the aoul are vayleaa3 
Loving the love that loves, pe;ring a debt 
!hat never can be paid. 4 Contemplation 
llarned hia a J17a-uo•s name, and all hie works 
Reveal identit7 with God;5 but life 
!eatoved the aaae of messed for his deeds 
Of love and kindness, laboring to bring 
Xan from darkness 11nto light, from falseness 
Vnto truth. !l!o some he vae ignorance 
l. 10De of the greateet of Christian seers, one of the moat lll8ll17 
and human of the m;ratica, it is :ret as a lover, in the noblest 
end moat vital sense of the word, that his personalit7 lives 
for u. lrom first to last, 'llllder all its external accidents, 
we 11181' trace in hil life the activit7-firet instinctive, and 
onl7 grad'llall7 1:1Dderatood--of that '11ncOJ&q'Wirable love,• ardent, 
industrious, at last utterl7 surrendered, Which he describes in 
the wonderful tenth chapter of !rhe Spark:li!!g Sbne, as the 
11niqoe power which effeota the soul 1 a llnion vi th God. 1 'O'nde:r-
hill, !u.nbroecll::, p. 34. 
2. !rhe Sparkling stone, cap. x. 
3. Idem. 
4. 
5· 
!rhe Seven Steps of the Ladder of Spiritual Love, p. 59. 
1!he chief representative of that theistical, but atill predom-
inatel:r cont~ttve end transcendental Mjsticillll ia !&abroek fjiif a highl:r influential man. 1 Vllmann, op. cit., p. 31. 
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1 Personified, unlearned illiterate--
While others trace the strains of Augustine, 
Bernard and Dionysius, and ~stic 
Tictorines, Dominicans, Franciscans 
Mingle in his writings--hardly the strains 
2 Of ignorance whichever judgment's passed 
1. Denis the Carthusian (14o2-1471) says 1 I call him the Divine 
Doctor; he had no teacher but the B'oly Ghost. He was ignor-
ant and illiterate; Peter and John were the same, 1 Q.uoted 
in !aille1s Reflections from the Mirror of a stic, Earle 
!Bille (London: Thomas :Baker, 1905 , pp. 9-10, 
•ce moine possedait un des plus sages, des plus exacts, et de 
plus subtile orFe• philosophiques qui alent jamaie exist' 
••• 11 sait, a son insu, le platonisme de la Grece, le sou-
flame de la Perse, le brahmanisme de 1 1 Inde et le bouddhisme de 
Thibet.• Materlinck cited by W, R. Inge in Christian Mlsticism 
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1899), p, 172, 
Dean luge believes that ~sbroeck geta all his philosophy from 
Eckhart and his 118lmer of e:x:pounding it shows no abnormal acute-
ness. 
2, Rufus Jones has come a complete cycle in his understanding of 
~sbroeck1 a education or learning. In his book Studies in 
Mfstical Relifion, 1909, he adopted the view of Denis a~ented 
by ~sbroeck s own statement every word he ever wrote had been 
under the direct inspiration of the Holy Ghost. In the Flower-
ing of Mrsticism, he reverses that judgment. recognizing the 
many influences that met in ~sbroeck which indicated a formal 
training, 
Eric Colledge in his Introduction to his translation from the 
Dutch of ~abroeck'• Spiritual Espqusals, more commonly called 
The Adornment of the Spiritual Marriage, speaks thus: "Great 
though his debt was to st. Paul, St, Augustine, St. Thomas 
Acquinas, the Victorinea of Paris and others, and even though 
the use of the vernacular as a means of instruction was already 
traditional in the Low Countries, still ~abroeck gained for 
himself his 1miraculoua 1 reputation for the ease and facility 
with which his thought seemed to grow and clothe itself in his 
own words.• p. 39. 
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!hat concel'D.s his training and his knowledge 
One IIUI!t confess that through his JDT&ticisa1 
His eTB17 word speaks God 1 s salTation eweet. 2 
'l'he deepest paradox of work and rest 
Lies at the heart of God) !l'his paradox 
He 'Ued to e4ucate the h'lllll8ll soul 
.Alo:ag a wa;rleae wq to the Unwalled. 4 
1, £!!•, sra,, Chap, II, Part I, lines 55-6o, 
2. Suriu, preface, 1H1a eve17 word is a work of salTation; it 1a 
God alone who apeake. 1 Cited in llaille, op. cit., p. 10. 
3. 1llut the inwara..trawing tollCh draws us out of ourselves, and calla 
us to be •Ued and 110ughhd in the Unity. .And in this inward.. 
drawing touh, we feel that God wills us to be HiB; and therefore 
we IIUIIt reno'IIDce oureelns and leave Him to work our blessedness, 
llut where He tollChes UB by the outpouring touch, He leaTea us to 
ourselves, aD4 aakes Ull free, and sets us in Ills Presence, and 
teachea UB to prq i:D. tha spirit and to ask in freedom, and ahows 
us His incoaprehensible riches in auch manifold wq1 a• we are 
able to graep, 1 'l'he SJJarkliM Stone, cap. x, 
£!!., the prqer of l!eD17 s. -..a, 1:Bless u, 0 God, with the 
Thien of '1'h;r lleiJ18 and beauty, that in the strength of it, we 
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lllaT work vithout haste and vithout rest; ••• 1 .1 Minute of Prmr, 
ed. lly Christopher Cress. (:lew York: Pocket llook:1, fie., 1954) p. 54. 
4. 
Dom, 
1That which 18 wa;rless 1B above reaaon, not vi thout 1t, 
.And it perceiT88 all things without wonder. 
Wonder is far beneath it, 
.And the life of cont811Plation is vithout wonder.• 
'l'he !vel ve :Beguine a, cap. viii. 
op, cit., p, 257 note, 
1 Conteaplation ia a knowing that is 1D. ao viae, 
lorever dvelling aboTB the Reason. • • • 
n 1a not God, 
llut it is the Light whereby we see ll1a. 
'!'hose who walk: in the Divine Light of it 
lliacover in theaaelves the Unvalled. 
'l'he Twelve !eguinea, cap. viii. 
'11nderhill, lt!!labroack, p. 93. 
C. A COR'R!!!t.A'!IION OJ' RUYSJ3ROECX1 S P!RASEOLOGY 
WITH TilE GJ!RJRALLY ACCEPTED 
!'lmll: STABS OF MYSTICISM. 
1. !rhe A.ctive Life defined as Purgation 
liT virtue of' hh breath ma.n li vea, and life 
Contains enough of' challenge to assert 
Deii&J1ds upon a IIIBJI, his life and goods. 
:But once the power of' his s.o'Ul awakes 
.And he Pbarks v:pon an inward quest, 
Jl'e leans the trappings and the suits of' woe 
lor that within his life which passeth lhow.1 
!l'hrae things IIUBt mark the quest, a conscience clear, 
Obedience to God end Church and Will, 
.And &eaire for God1 e own glory great. 2 
!hen f'o'Uild in aliT III&JI end he shall know 
!he grace of' God; that instant he 11 goed, 
1. Cf'. B'allletz A.ct I, 1cene II. 
2. :RuTebroeck, !b.e St?art:lil!( stone, cap. i. 
1!he f'iret which a good man must han, 11 a clear conscience 
without reproach of' aortal sin. ••• 
!he 1econd thiDg which pertains to a good II&JI is that he IIIU8t 
in all thillg1 be obedient to God, and to !!olr Church, and to hia 
ow.n proper conTictiona. • • • 
!he third thiDg which behooves every gooi man is that in all 
hie 4eeds he ahcrald han in llind above all elle, the glory of' God. • 
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.Aaa all h11 paat bec0111ea as light in Go4.1 
hom tbat time on his self-surrender marka 
:ro npid acquieaence but a choice 
Tallent and hero1c.2 :low must follow 
!he first great ~stic step, as old delights 
Delight DO more, 'because the soul haa f'O'IUid 
.A higher wq.3 .Aaa DOw the .Active Lif'e 
:Becomes Reality and IIUCh a gif't 
Hut 'be recebed e,gain, not once or trice, 
1, ':Behold, theae three thillgs, when they are ponessed in this 
wq make a man good. .Aaa whosoever lacka aJITOl!.l of' these three 
is neither good ur in the grace of' God; but vheneYer a man 
resolYes in hia heart to f'11lf'11 these three :pOinh, how wicked 
soever he aq haYe 'been 'before, in that ve17 iaatent he 'bec0111es 
good, aa4 11 1111111cept1'ble of' God, end filled with the grace of' 
aoa.• .!l!!· 
2. I!Jma 1a Ilia ./JaT.'broeok'i/ system the demal!.d upon man's indust17 
and covace 11 aade f'rom the Yel7 first. !he creat ~atioal 
nece111ty of' aelf'-ll'llrl'lllder is shown to in~lve, net a 11Jip ac-
quieaeJlCe, but a deli 'berate and heroic choice. 1 11nderhill, 
Itv,p'broe~ p, ~. 
3. lltfhen O'llr endeaYCI'IIr and rill are one vitll the rill of' God, then 
we attain the first step on the ladder of' love end the hol;y lif'e. • 
l.bJT•'broeck, !l'he Seven Steps of' the Ladder of' Spiritual Leve, 
cap. i. 
!his f'irat 1tep is the 110st difficult to e:x;plain to an;rone DOt 
acquainted with 1piritual Joy. !o them, purgation mt8l!.B renun-
ciation and aacrlf'ice, vhea in realit;r, it is a talf'illment of' 
the parable of' Jesus concerning the treaiUre in the field or the 
pearl of' great price. It 11 finding a higher 1at1sf'actioa in 
doing the will of' God than in yieldillg to oDe'• own deeirea, and 
it 11 e:x;periencing a deeper aorrov in disobeying God1 a will as 
reyealed to tll&t peraoa that an;r other Joy cen not dilplace. It 
is a 4el1'bera6e ohooain€ il!.Yolving DO aacrif'ice. 
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llut 1n all its works stretching out tovards Ood.l 
.Awaltel:Ling has caused the llalL to see 
J.ad seei:ag. seek the .A.ct1Te Life 'Wltil 
.L further step 'be shown. So now he atrivea 
!ro 81111l.ate the 'lirtue of hie Christ. 2 
!he first. huaility. to meet the needs 
Of Mn aa if he were a aervant.3 
!hen. tile greatest of these, wherell;r the Chriat 
Ope:ud eyes and Ups and cast out devils 
With an wa!athoaable love for us.4 
1. •!he constructive dde of the Purgative W87 baa consisted in the 
replaceaent of thla egehtlc indrari:ag e:urg 1l;r these outflori:ag 
enerpes of self-surrender. kindness, d1lige11ce. and the rest; 
S" e4 up 1n that perfection of lnllll1l1ty and love. which 11n all 
its works, and alwa:ra. stretches out towards Ood. ' 1 11Jiderh1ll, 
Ranllroeck, Po l09o 
2. "llow 1f we would follow Christ our :Bridegroom 1n 'lirtus, so far 
as we are able, we 1111111t consider 1n what rise He was i:nward.l;y 
and the work• which He wrought outwardly; that 1s to 8&7, His 
'lirtues and the deedl of these virtues. 1 JluTabroecll:, !!!he .Adorn-
ID8nt of the Spirituel !!arrhe, cap. 11. 
3o • ADd he was ever roaq for all men in whatever illlfard or outward 
need they might 'bel as it he were the servant of all the world. 1 
Idea. 
-
4. BHis charity we cannot fathom and 'Wlderstand, for it flows out 
of the unfathomable fo'Wltaln of the Holy Ghost, and trauacenda 
all that creatures have ever ezperienced of charity: for Christ 
was Gad and man 1n o:u Person.• Ibid., cap. iTo 
St. Paul's great chapter on the attributes of charity baa co-
pletel;y OTerlooked one concept that ~abreck etrosaee, namely-. 
that lon creates a 4ebt which eau only be repaid by- love, and 
thua a constat struggle to love the Love that lovee poetesses 
the ghostlY" man. !hat this is unfathomable and incomprehensible 
to those who have :uver ezperienced it, !hv'sbroeck readilY" admits. 
!!!.• !l!.e Senn ste:ps of the Ladder of Spirituel Love, pp. 59-6o. 
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!'hese two and paUsnce that adorned the Chrid 
:Bespeak his co111Dg that 1B wholl.7 past.l 
He oome1 again with graces and new gU'b 
Jro11 God, 'bJ Ilia ovn merc;y answerillg 
Our :ue4.2 .A.s He vas humble, 10 the IIWl 
1fho Heks the inward li:l'e m:ust OYBrCOJIIB 
Jnd ca1t out Pride;3 obedient unto God4 
1. '!be•e then vare Christ 11 inward virtues: huailit;y. aharit;y, 
and patient endurance. !L'hese three virtue• Chrilt our llride-
groOIII practiled during all Ilia life, and He died with th8111, 
and paid our debt according to justice. ADd of Ilia ge:urosi t;y 
He has ope:ud :lis side. !L'hence now forth the riyers of vell-
beiDg and the ~acramanh of bliss. ADd He has ascended in 
power. and lih at the right hand of the Jather, and reigns 
in ehrnU;y. 
1 !L'hie 11 the first coming of our :Bridegroom, and 1 t is wholl;y 
past. 1 Ibtt .• • cap. "'• 
-
2. •!be seooll4 comiDg of Christ our :Bridegroom takes place eyer;y 
da;y within good un; otten and man;y times, with new graces and 
gifts, in all those who make themselves read;y for it, each 
according to hie power •••• Ite wherefore ie fourfold: God's 
merc;y and our destitution, God's generosit;y and our desire. 
!L'hese four thinge oause the growth of virtue and of nobleness. 1 
.!k!!• , oap. Ti. 
3. 1Jnd he 1a h'IDIIble in his devotions, both outvardl;y and invardly, 
before God and ltefore all man, so that none are offended because 
of him. Jnd eo he onrcomes and casts out Pride, which is the 
source and origin of all other sins. 1 Ibid., oap. ziio 
-
4. Jbv'abroeclr::1 1 concept of obedience Blllbraced the Catholic concept 
which incl1l4ed obedience •to llol;y Church. to the sacruents. to 
the prelates and their teachings, to their can•ndmenh and 
their counsels and to all the good custoaa practised b;y lloly 
Chriateadom. • Ibid., ca;p. %111. !his will be more i'v.l.l;y treat-
ed in Chapter lour under the headiDg 1 !L'he Doctrine of the Church 
as llevealed in the writings of -abroeclr::. • 
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In patience, in meekness, renouncing selil 
Aast1111ing kindliness and compassion 
So that a fellow-feeling with all men 
May grip his heart, And zeal and diligence 
Give birth to temperance and soberness 
As purity prepares his whole to meet 
With God to find fulfillment for his life, 2 
!'he purging of the soul of man is done 
Not in an eremetic solitude 
But in an active life which will prepare 
!'he seeker for an inward life of grace--
Fellowship with the Father of us all,3 
1. !base and the following virtues are used by Ruysbroeck to illus-
trate the Active Life, !hey are representative of the tasks which 
a spiritual director would impose so that the virtues might be 
realized as purgative process continues. Ruysbroeck treats of 
each virtue in a brief paragraph as the Active Life finally cul-
minates in a desire to know the nature of the :Bridegroom, 
2, 1When a man through the grace of God is able to behold, and hiB 
conscience is clean, and he has considered the , , , comings of 
Christ our :Bridegroom, and when he has gone out with the virtues: 
then there ensues the meeting, , , , In this meeting lies all our 
bliss, the beginning and end of all virtue; and without this meet-
ing no virtue has ever been fulfilled,• Ruysbroeck, !he Adornment 
of the Spiritual Marriage, cap, zrv. 
3, 1It is plain that the Active Life in Ruysbroeck1 s system answers 
more or less to the Purgative Way, considered upon its affirmative 
and constructive side, as a building up of the heroic Christian 
Character.• Underhill, Rprsbroack, p, 115, 
2. !he Inhr1or Life defined as IllumiJI&Uo:a 
!he Actin Life, governing man' a conduct, 
Tielda to illumination when the school 
Ot faith haa done i h vork.1 !rhia aecond age 
In one who eeek:e to lead the gb.ostif life 
Ia called an Iaward Life Interior 
.bd hidden from the qes of man. It aima 
!o bring right Tieion and right thought to man.3 
!hue to prepare the Tiaion and the thought 
Ohriet comu again--three times--to stir the man. 
!he first an inward urge which •gives end takes 
Hakes rich end poor, brings weal and woe•4 
1. ••ext the period of education completed, and those DeW powers or 
Tirtuea which ue the 1ol'J18JII8nh of the spiritual marriage' put 
on, the trained and purified consciousness uerges into that 
clear view of Reality i:a which it lives and moTea, which 11 known 
sometimes as 1the practice of the Presence of Oo41 or more genel'-
all;r, as Il11aiJI&tion. 1 lJnderhill, !he !ltsUo w.,, P• 53. 
2. Connoting for RQrabroeok as well as other 117stics a life inspired 
b;r the !lol.T Ghost, !.t.!..• apiritual. 
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3. IIJiuTabroeok' 1 atages of 117&t1cal experience ue read1l7 identifiable. 
!he aotiTB life presents the W8T of purgation and ethical purifica-
tion. Here is the raage of aelf-discipline4 aervioe and self-con-
quest. !he interior life is one of illumination and intellectual 
purification aa over against the ethical purification of the active 
life. '!he aim here ia right vision and right 
right conduct prepo:~~deraha in the acti'l'e W8T• 
tici.a (London! s. C. M. Preas, Ltd., 1957), 
4. !he Ador1111ent of the Spiritual Marriage, lib. 11, cap. To 
Cf.. the parable of the talents. 
1
'!hia streaming of God into ua demands of ua a fiowing out and a 
fiowing back, with all these riches, into that same source from which 
that torrent has nowe4. And in this torrent God giTBs to ua and 
shows to us great wonders: but He asks back from the soul all His 
gitta, increased be7ond &JQ1lhing that &D7 creature could accomplish. • 
Ibid,, 1111.11, oap. Ti. 
-
!1/o h1lll who seeks an inward life of trust. 
'!he aecond time he comes with increased gifts 
Like uflo a torrent and then demands 
'!hem back.l The higher powers of the soul 
Jabrace the Lord in '1Ulit7 of love, 
All flwice before He 011111e, He comes again. 
He bri~~gs a 1m1t7 within which 1draws 
!1/ogether IIOul. and bod;r, heart and een ... s2 
'!hil focusing of power briDge a peace, 
.l tire ot lon, tlaJaed b7 the breath of Ged.J 
lien liTiDg inward lives know inward love 
llhich eaail7 forgoes all thi~~ga to gain 
!'hat which 1t lena. 4 !1/hus 1B devotion 'born 
1. 1 '!he third wq in which our Lord comes inwardl7 1a by an inward 
stirriDg or t013Ch in the 'lmit,. ot the spirit, wherein are the 
higher powers of the soul: wherefrom the7 tlow forth, and to which 
the7 retura again, and with which the7 alWBTs remain 1m1 ted in the 
bonds of love and thro'l1gh the natural '1mit7 of the spirit. 1 Ibid., 
lib. 11, cap. Til. ----
'!his tel'llinology is reserved by man,. D~Tstica fer the third stage 
ot unification. lor ~broeok, this unification in spirit is not 
part of the nperessential life which is seeing God with God. 
2. !l!he .A4or=ent of the Spiritual Marriage, lib. 11, cap. ix. 
3. 1 Imrardnesa 1B a seaaible fire of love, which the Spirit of God 
lla1 blOWD to a tlue, and which urges a man from within: !!lld he 
lmowa not whence 1 t oau nor ·what has befallen him. 1 Ibid. , 
lib. 11, cap. z. -
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4. 1Sensible lon forsakes all creatures as regards pleasure, not as 
regards need. Inward loTS feels itself moTSd from within b7 the 
:mternal Lon: and this it DIUBt ever cherish. Inward lon easi17 for-
goes and de~piaes all things that it mq o!ltain that which it loves. • 
Ibid., lib.U, cap. xi. 
!ro 110n IUld draw a lll&ll in service true 
!estowing blessedness from God alons.1 
One dark Talley still remains, its passage 
Jlut be taken by all who climb the VIIT• 
Ja4 in the 4arknesa of the lright, the So1ll.2 
Jeela itself foraaken and temptations 
ltise to plague and to despair. Forsaken 
:By the Lover, a na:aelesa fear, half-doubt 
Lest failure come, seta in, and Job himself 
Jec011es example of the faith that saves) 
!hie aufferiDg a'bandomaent should be 
All inward ~oy. 4 !ro aa81l&ge this sorrow 
Ohriet comes, a liviDg fo=tain flowiDg forth, 
All \rooks into the powers of the soul, 5 
1. Ibid., lib., cap. :di. 
2. '!l!h1B h the period of spiritual confuai0i1 and illlpotence, the last 
draatic purification of the whole character, the remaking of per-
sonality in accordance with the delll&llds of the transcendent sphere, 
which is oalled by s0118 IQ"stics the Dark lright of the Soul, by 
others the 'spiritual death,' or 1pa.rgaUon of the will. 1 • • • 
Spiritual aan is driven from his old paradise, enters on a new 
period of stl'IJ&g].e, IIUBt evolve 'another storey to his soul. II 
'O'nderhill, !he !ttsUc Y&, p. 55. 
3. !he .Ado!'llllllnt of the Spiritual Ma.rriac, lib. 11, cap. xxix. 
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4. IOf all thie trafferiDg al1d abandoument the 111&11 should make an inward 
~oy; and he Bho1lld give himself into the hands of God, and sho1lld be 
glad because he is able to suffer for the glory of God. , • • .And if 
he has indeed followed the ~ of the virtue straight to this degree, 
even though he has not passed through all the states which have been 
pointed out heretofore, it is not needful, if he feels within himself 
the source of the virtus: which 1e in aotivity, h'UIIIble obedience; 
and in paesivit)', patient resignation. 1 Idem. 
5. Ibid., lib. ii, cap. %XXV. 
lourishee the ml!li01'7, and drenches 
t1:aderstiUiding, and f1nally flows forth 
A will with ever.r means of grace absorbed,l 
!Brough the valley refreshed by brooks of grace 
Man is eatabliahed in the bonds of love 
!'hue set he turns to God and all the eainta2 
Still, not content becanse compassion burns 
Be turns to si1111ers Pagans, Jews and all3 
Vnbelievera that they may love his Christ. 
His frisnda 1n Purgatory url dem&nd 
Oona1derat1on, then his ardent prqer 
Receives in ghostly wise an answer sure, 
1, !hia living fountain 1s described 1n chapters XXXV to XXXIX and 
eulllinatu in -ebroeok1 s oft repeated demand that 1 the fountain 
head of grace ever demand• a flowing back into the se.me aource 
from whence the flood PrOCeed•.• Ibid., lib, ii, cap, %%%Vii • 
.Q!., '!he Sparkl.ine; Stone, cap. viir.:-!he :Book of Su;erue !l'ruth, 
cap, xiii, 
2, IIJrow 'll!l.derstand th1.: this 111an shall go out to observe God in 
!lis glery with all saints. .And he shall behold the rich and gene r-
oue outflowiDg of God with glory, and with llillself, and with incon-
ceivable delights towards all the saints, according to the longing 
of all apiritl. • !he .U.OrmDent of' the Spiritual Marriage, lib;; 11, 
cap. xl. 
3. IJiow, since this 111an bears a common love to all, he prlll's and be-
seechea God that !lis love and His mercy ~ flow forth towards 
Pagans, and towards J'eva, and towards all unbelievers, that ll;e 
lii8T be loved and lalovn and praised in heaven, and that our glory, 
our joy and our peace may spread to all the end1 of the earth. • 
Ibid., lib. ii, cap, zli. 
-
!he Spirit's thrust and pr~er abate at once.l 
J'inall;r tovarde hillself a.nd all good men 
l!e goes out and possesses peace in God. 2 
1. ·~en the man aomet~a becomes eo intenee and eo ardent in his 
pr~r that he reed vea in ghostly viae the anwer that hie pr~er 
has been heard. J.n4 vi th the coming of this aiga the thrust of 
the Spirit and the p~er abate at once. • Ibid., lib. 11, cap. :rlii. 
2. 1.bd then he shall turn wholl;r i:nwards \ll)On himself with all the 
sainte and with all the Just, and poaaeae in peace the unity of his 
spirit, and therewith the 11ost high l1nity of God, wherein all 
spirits rest.• Idem, lib. ii, cap. Xliii. 
-
3. !he Superessential Life 
defined as Unification. 
Since ve are heira of God, joint heirs with Christ 
We can partake of His Divinit;v-.1 
Christ taught, not of Himself, but God, and aaid: 
2 1If aDT man willeth to do His w1ll 1 
!hat he aho'llld know the words, and greater works 
Perform. !his is not for a favored few 
llut aDT man who tr'lll;v- seeks the Wq 
All4 follows faithtul.l;r can be at one 
With Go4, All4 ~sbroeck walked this lqstic Wq. 
J'inding 11fe that he called •more than be1Jig•3 
Unattainable througn skill or power 
4 Of works, a gift from God to whom Ire will: 
Carr;ring ourselves to God, sacrifice 
Perpehal, emerging from ourselves, 
.AD4 our created nature, we possess 
1. ~·· 2 Peter 1:4. 
2. John 7:17. 
3. Overweaen or n;per-essential.. While !he .Adol'JIIIIent of the Spiritual 
Marriw eeta forth this concept b. the four llrief chapters of 
llook III, it 1a more completel7 treated in !he Spe.rkliy Stone 
'WI4er the iaagea cited in Chapter OJie of thia ten: hirelings, 
faithful servants, secret friends, and hidden sons. 
4. •.Ad no one can attain to this througn knowled&e or skill, nor 
with aDT qcercise, ba.t onl,- he whom God will 'llllite with Him in 
spirit, and will ill~ine with Himself, is able to contemplate 
God and u-one else. 1 !l!b.e Spiritual llspOU!!al.l, p. 179. 
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God, in an .verlasting death to selt,l 
1Blesee4 are the clead which die in the Lord•2 
!hia gift of Go4 can only COllie to one 
Whose teet have vallte4 along the Y~tTless vq3 
llupel:'-easence can not be told in words 
!o know it ve liiii.St ourselves be iD it 
LosiJI& all cliatinction, 4 ever working 
!oward a goal the7 can never earn, yet love 
D811a114a 1111eeaaing vigilance to help 
1. 1 In our apProach to God., we liiii.St carey with '1111 oursel vee and all 
our worka, as a perpetual sacrifice to God.; and in the Presence of 
God, we JIU8t forsake ourselves and all our vorke, and, dying in 
love go forth troa all ereatureliness into the euperassential 
richneae of GodJ there we shall possess God iD an eternal death 
to our1elves.• !he !parkl1ng Stone, cap, ix, 
2. Bsvelation 14113. 
3. 1:1ow thia active meeting and loving embrace are in their ground 
fruitive and vqlese; for the abysmal WqlesBDBas of God is 10 
dark and so 1111contitioned that it SYallovs up in itself every 
Divine vq aad activit7, and all the attributes of the Persons, 
within the rich compa88 of the easential 11nity; and it brings 
about a DiviDe fruition in the abyss of the Ineffable.• !he 
.A4ol'DIIent ef the Spiritual Marriage, lib, iii, ca;p. iv. .§!. 
eu;pra., Chapter II, section l!, note 4, p, 
4. It is at this point that JIIIDl' critics attack ~sbroeck, Yet he 
repeatedly states that creatures losing all distinction united 
to God, uver bec011e God, !his 'IIDion 118 wild and desolate as a 
de1ert, u4 therein is te be found no Y&To ao road, no track, no 
retreat, no measure, no beginning, no end, !lOr ~ other thing 
that 4:1an be told in word•. And this is for all of ,. Sillple 
:Bl81aedne88, the liBienoe of God and our n;per &88ence, above 
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reason and bqond reason. !ro know it we IIU8t be in it, beyond the 
mind and above our created being; in that lternal Point where all 
our lines begin aad en4, that Point where the7 lose their Jlallle and 
all d11tinction, and become one with the Point itself, and that very 
On.e which the Point 11, 7et nevertheless ever remain ill themselves 
nollgb.t else lnlt line• that come to an end. • !he Seven Cloisters, 
cap, %12:. 
1 Each lll8ll along the Way to God. And thus 
Man's highest blessing consummates in God, 
~e inevitable result of love. 2 
One further truth remains--to apprehend 
b love of God--a pouring out of good 
Which good flows back to God, then add to this 
Immersion in a wayless depth where God 
Bestows beatitude, and essence dies 
In solitude and ignorance complete, 
Where light turns dark and contemplation 
Yields to essential blessedness alone, 
Essential unto the Creator God 
Beyond all essence for his creature man.3 
1. "But there are found some foolish men who would be so inward that 
they would neither act nor serve, even in those things of which 
their neighbor has need. Behold these are neither secret friends 
nor faithful servants of God; but they are altogether false and 
deceived. For no man can follow the counsels of God who will not 
keep His commandments. • ~e Sparkling Stone, cap. vii. 
2. •Now this rapturous meeting is incessantly and actively renewed in 
us, according to the way of God; for the Father gives Himself in 
the Son, and the Son gives Himself in the Father, in an eternal 
content and a loving embrace; and this renews itself every moment 
within the bonds of love. For like as the Father incessantly be-
holds all things in the birth of His Son, so all things are loved 
anew by the Father and the Son in the outpouring of the Holy Ghost. 
And this is the active meeting of the Jather and of the Son, in 
which we are lovingly embraced by the Holy Ghost in eternal love." 
~e Adornment of the Spiritual Marriage, lib, iii, cap, iv. 
3. 1.And in consequence of this enlightened men have found within 
themselves an essential contemplation which is above reason and 
without reason, and a fruitive tendency which pierces through 
every condition and all being and through which they immerse 
themselves in a wayless abyss of fathomless beatitude, where the 
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I !hua unified the synthesis appears 
!hat man has utilized at last the whole 
Of all his comple:z: being: l!o~, heart 
And so111,1 And once united 
1!hese with God shall ebb and flow, 
llaT!Jlg and Joying, they shall empty go; 
!hey ehall both work and passively endure, 
And 1a their .uperessence rest secure, 
!hey shall go out and in, and find their food, 2 
And, drunk with love, in radiant darkneu sleep in God, 1 
!rinity of the Divine Persons possess their Jraturs in the essen-
tial Unity •••• !here the:r fall from theaeelves into a eolitude 
aDd an iporance which are fathomless; there all light is turned 
to darkneas; there the three Persons give place to the Essential 
Vnity, and abide without distinction in fruition of essential 
blessedness, !hie blessedness is essential to God, and eupsr-
esesntial to all creatures; for no created essence can become one 
with God' a Besence and pas a ava:r from ita OWl!. nbstiUlCe, • !l'he :Book 
of Su;preme !nth, cap, ni, 
1, 1 So the Sa;pereesential Life is the simple, the synthetic life, 1a 
which man actualises at last all the resources of hie comple:z: being. 
!l'he active life of the response to the !I!BIIporal Order, the cont-
plative life of reeponee to the !ransceDdent Order, are united, 
fiml.y, held together by that 'eternal fi:z:ation of the epirit'; 
!l'he perpetual willed dwelling of the being of 11an within the Incom-
prehensible Ab;ree of the :Being of God, qui est per omnia saecula 
benedictua, • Underhill, R&sboeck, pp, 1Sii:185, 
2, !!!he l!ook: of the Su;preae !ruth, cap, :1:111, 
CIW"rER THREE 
THE L IJ'E OF TBlll :BLESSED JOJm QF RUYSEROJICX: 
!he ActiTe Life, (1293 - 1317) 
Groeu:u4ael, where onoe ~ brothera found •• 
!!apt 1D ecataay, my vr1t1ng tablet 
011 ~ ku-to their atartled eyes it aeemed 
!he tree and I were UDCona'llllled tho'Of;h wrapped 
In flame, 1 and the burdng buBh of Moses 
2 Waa nrified to tl!.em, Jf;T Groene:u4ael, 
Jf7 Tal.le:r green h'o• which I see the world 
!L'hro'Of;h eyee of 11e110r7, old dilll ere a 
Of more than eighty :rears. 3 lfat1T1t7 
!o .. has alvqe been of Christ, not man. 
Perhapa becaue ~ father left no mark, 4 
1, 8 l1To authentic portrait of Jhv'sbroeck 1B lalo¥11 to mat; but the trad-
itional picture repreeenh him lD the canonical habit, seated 1D the 
forest with hia vrit!Dg tablet on hls kue as he waa ln fact found one 
dq by the bretu.-rapt in ecstasy and ennloped 1D flames which 
encircle without conea!Dg the tree under which he iB resting, • Vincent 
Scully, 1Jhv'abroeck, 1 !he Catholic Jlncyclopedia, XIII (1912), 281, 
2. llxodu 31 2, 
J, -sbroeck1 a 4ates: ( !) , 1293 - December 2, 1381. 
4, •we lalov noth!Dg of hie father, • llvelyn Underhill, !u;rabroeck (London: 
G, Bell aD4 Bone, Ltd, , 1915) p, 7, 
•or hla father ve know nothing; John's only family name, ftll ~sbroeck, 
1B tabn from hie utbe halllet, 1 Scully, 1oc, cit .. p, 280, 
Ami I JIT&elf' when ou with God, no aon 
Or da\l,ghter 1n the flesh. Yet I was bor:a. 
In lhl;rabroeck when John the J'irst vaa ruler 
Of' the la.Dd. 1 lhl;rabroeck, near the rh'er SeJme, 
.A half-dq1a Jo'IU'Be7 f'rom Hal or lll'UIIsela: 
Po~ qaarTT2 to adorn the church 
Or raucoua cit7 lif'e to rape the aoul 
Of' aan. Jro. the sublimity of' lif'e 
Serene--far be7ond the sense of' being3 
Ill the fiellh, I retrace the ~· I valke4 
!o reaember the long-forgotten years. 
!rhe helle I lef't, the home I f'owd, llZI4 lllOV 
All this is recreate4 because I've aeen 
.A YhioD of' liT mother, who like Olle 
llef'ore5 told hsr sOil that where she the:a. was 
Soo1:1 he too would be, and I UDderstand,6 
1. John the J'iret, Dab of' :Braba:a.t, 1261 - 1294, 
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2. !!here vas a porplqry qaarTT at Hal, £!. IJ!rablllllt, 1 Jlncyclopedia :Brit-
aJmica (14th ed,) III, 997-998, 
3. Sa:per-euential 11 CODB14ered beyolld esseDCe or beiDg, :aot ued, as iD 
ZlOD-OBie:a.t ial, 
4. Deliberate uae of' Yerb ae a -· 
5· Mo:a.ica to .Avcutille. 
6, 1 B'e had attaiud ths good old age of' eight7 eight, when his mother ap.. 
peared 1n a rteion to warn hill to JD&ke re~ f'or the approachi:a.g end. • 
Vi:a.cent Scully, .A Medie-.al !retic (lew York I :Be:a.liger :Brothers, 1911) , 
us. 
Jq 110\her, 'aT good u4 pious motherl 
Who loved not riael.7 but too well, 2 from whoa 
I fled, even more than from the Tillage, 
Tillage--a collection of one room huts 
Grouped aroUDd an lnuable chapel3 but here 
11'aa 'I born, and here I lived and waited 
UDtil the first faint atirriQgs of a life 
DiYiDe called me thro~ restless turbulanoe4 
!o rq 'IIDCle'e h011e in l!ruasela. !here love 
Did not -ther ••, but brought to flower 
!1se groriDg plant. !hie was no escapade 
:Bu.t rather an elo~nt5 which wo'lll.d eD4 
In spiri t11al marriage, an 'lmion 
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1, • • • • hia 110\her 1B described as a good and pious woman, devoted to 
the 1lPbriDging of her eo-a hard taak, IUI4 one that wae eoon proved 
to be be7oDd her. 1 lfD4erh1ll, l!:u.TBbroeck, p, 7. 
2, 1 • • • von aetaer nrwitveten Kutter biB n ninem eltten Jahre erzogea 
wrde, 1hr aber 4au eatlief, da sie 1lm. vohl alln zirtlich hielt.• 
Gabriele Dcilesiob., Die Uk: Jan Tall ebroecke dee lflmderbaran 
(Erabelaob.verdt f:Sohlef, l ank:es :Bnc»•Mlug, 1 , p, 1, 
~. biograph1ee, qa1 parlent longaement de sa ••re soat muets sur eon 
~re ce qa1 a fait auppoeer q1111 Jean litait = eatant natural. 1 
J.. 11'au.Uer d 1qpll1ere, !&abroeck l'Mm1rable (Parier Perrin et 
Cis,, 1923), quotillg X. !lnelens, introd. &'U OeuYree 4e Soeur liadew;rc~ 
e41teee par le prof, Tercou11le, p, 158. 
3. ~pr,aentane-aous uae aggi~ration de pa~• hutte1 d 1 arg1le ou de 
boil, gro•e• auteur d1'an8 h-ble cha:pelle. Ce1 primit1ne habitations 
se compoeaient le plus BOUYant cl'une ae'llle piece, • 11'aut1er, op, cit,, 
p. 156. 
4. lfn4erh1ll, !&•broeck, p. 9. 
5. !Phe word a'enf'u1r used b7 11'autier, o;e, cit., p, 161, collllotee elopement 
and ,1U8Uf1ea the statement in the text. !l'he Latin of Pomer1us B1mpl7 
atat11: aiout ille cirt• turmas in deserto latu1t. Pomerius, lib, 1, 
cap, 11, in A.Dalecta llollan41•ne, 
IllplicU 1JI. Saint lfaUhew 1 a words, "Ecce 
Sponsa. venit, ezite obviam ei.•1 
It waa here I learned, at m;r UJLcle1 e house, 
fhat tiee of blood could gin and not poaeess. 
JCv dear UJLOle there became m;r teacher 
Great in lon ae he ehaped m;y tender TSars. 2 
!ogether with a 70UJLger triend3 we lind 
!he actin lite. J'roa the first m;y teacher 
Set liT thov,:hh be70nd the scope of knowledge 
!o a ephere where concern tor earthl7 vealth4 
Did not ezist. It was no eas7 taak, 
1. Matthew 25:6. 
2. ~abroeok vent to llruasela when he vas elBTea JBIU'I old. 1!oujours 
BBt-11 que Jean llinckaert 1 1accuellit anc ,1oia (pudellter suecepit) 
et ae chargea de eon education. I Yautier, op. cit,, p. 162. 
3. It has geurall7 lleen accepted that J'rancie Tall Coudlaberg vae TOUJlPr 
than John 111JI.ckaerl llut older than ~broaok. 1Tel711 '!JDderhill clearl7 
implies thia &I aha deaeribes the interrelationship between the three 1JI. 
these words: 1 !118 lonra of ~sbroecll: should not forget how much thBT 
owe to the aen who reoeind, loved, 1JI.tlueaoed aa4 educated the brilliant, 
w~d aa4 iapreaaiouabla child. 1 !!q'sbroecll:, p. u. However, Yautier, 
q'UDting :lerorol§fi1111 Viridina].lis litates that 1 Coudlnberg naquit en 1296 
et 110urut en 13 ,* (op. oit,, p. 162) which would !lab Coudlnberg eight 
7B1!1.rB old at the tiae JluTsbroecll: caae to his UJLCle1 s hoiiB 1JI. :Bruesele. 
!hie would aleo elarif7 the later Gro8:111D.dael ezperience when 111JJ.ckaert, 
beoauee of hie a4TaD.ce4 age, did not ,1o1n ~ebroeok an4 TaD. Ooudanberg 
in following the rule of the Au,gustinian Oanone, but •refused to burden 
the 701Uig co-.udt7 with a aeaber who aight be a drag upon it and could 
not keep the tall ri~r of the rule. 1 Underhill, :Rursbroecll:, p. 23, 
4. 1B'e £111JJ.ckaertJ had distributed his wealth, ginn 'llP all self-indulgence 
and nov, with another and 70UJlger Canon of the Cathedral :aaud J'rllllCis Tall 
Coudlnberg, lived in eiaplast, poorest at:rle a dedicated life of self-
denial, oharU:r and pJ'87Br. 1 Underhill, :twabroeok, p. 10. 
'llinCkaert •''tait ooapletBDBnt d8taohe dee vanitils du eleele en m~ae 
teaps qu''Uil de aes uie, J'ranco de Oou.denberg, (de J'rigidaonte). Lea 
deux amis auraient constitute une patite aaaociation m;yatiqae a laquelle 
se serait ,1oint le ,1e'Uile ~abroeck. 1 Wautier, op. cit., p. 162. 
Jeoaue the dqs were good when I vas bora. 
lo dead laacaage stifled hope, and man's loft 
lor hie ow fellow-II&ZI had boe11 reborn. 
!l'he re7al rights, lo~~g held diriu, vera 1xnm4 
17. 0011110a law for common good, !his ace 
l'reclailled the 4aw of llemieh Liberty.l 
!rh1Jik ae DO fool to t1lrll rq back on this, 
ht rather one possessed by such a glf.llpae 
Of a trae treasure, t:bat all this aeeme dross. 
Lured by a epark:11Dg atou and a Zl8V Jl8ll81 
A etou of lhiZliDg white and red lilce fire 
Which 11 giftn to hf.ll who overcomee, 
2 I prepared for life, ~ mother followed, 
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1, •stallaert and Tu der Hagen call this age the 'cradle' of political, 
moral, and iatellectual. life of :BelgiUII aDd IQ' that :lt vituaeed the 
davD. of :Belgiu liberties. !l!be craelties aDd criaes of earlier dqe 
ve:re, the;r eoatinu, checked by law. !l'he c-OZII (third estate) 
were 1Zltrcd11Ced into the admil11etration of the COIIIIII1lJI.el, !he oommo11 
law took on fixed form. .Agricul t'llre vas f.Jipro'Nd ud commerce and 
iudutry were extended. Wealth vas 1Zlcreaeed, ud prosperit7 gen-
eral. !'he fiu arts were cultivated and architect'llr8 vas ~~~ag~~ifi­
cent. OJI.e 11ational. leagaage, a vernacular, displaced Latin for ue 
1Zl pulllic doc.enh. An abundant 11ative literat'llre and mau;r liter&rT 
centers vera oreated. • lrederick :lb7 and Charles n1an Arrowood, 
!l'he Hieto and Ph1loso of ll:ducation .&noient and Medieva1 (J:ev 
ork& Prentic 1, • , 1 , p. 715. Claot1Dg Stallaert and Van 
der Hagen, De 1 'Instruction publigue au mo:yen !p, p. 97. 
2, I.AJD WILL GIVI HIX A SP..lB!LIIG STOllE, .AJD II !!I S!I!OliE A DW lUMl!l 
WlU!m:l WIIICH 10 JWr 110111!1!H SJ.VIIG HI !!BAT Bli:CII'Vml! I'l'. !hie 
etou h called a pebble for 1t is so emall that it does DOt hurt 
when one treada on it. !Ilia stone is ehini~~g white and :red like 
a fiaae of fire, ud. it h amall &~~d ro11114 and aooth all OTer~ • • • 
low to hf.ll who OTercomee &~~d tr&~~aceuds all thillgs, this aparkliDg 
atol18 h given; and with it he rece1Tea light and truth and life. 1 
Jan 'ftU1 Ru,ys'breeck, !'he SparkliDg Stone trans. c. A. W1J1echeDk: Dom 
{Loudon: J. H. Dent i Sons, Ltd., 1916), pp. 187-188, 
Monica-Ubi, and would have lived with ua, 
Denied in this, she Joined a l!eguinage, 
l!e,1o1cing to the verr dq she died 
At everr step I 111ade along the wrq 
!ro ordiDation in the Church cf God.1 
Which ordiDation she knew in her soul 
.bd ae I raised the Host in rq firat Mass 
I saw her, latel.T dead, released frca pain 
.bd u\ered into Heaven b:r the power 
Of the eaorifice I first offered there, 2 
Jach sacrifice renewed a conscious hope--
!he saae that led the :Blessed Francie on 
!o fiD4 .AJ.ve:rno 1 a solitude a heaven-3 
1. 1Die Mutter war 1hlll inawiechen in die Stadt gefol.gt, hatte ihn gef'lm-
du ~ aich an:tange mit der !rreiiJIU!Ig von 1hlll nicht einverstanden ge-
ziegt. Dalm aber war sie in ein l!egb.inellhaua gesogen, von wo aus eie 
die weitere htwicklung des Sohnes verfolgen ko~mte. • 
Dolesal, cp. cit,, p, 1, 
Wautier intimates that his mother's entrance into the !eguine house 
was a melanchcl7 affair. Hie &rglllllent 1a weak and the text holds to 
the jo7 with which ~broeck:1 s mother probabl.T regarded her son1s 
progress towards ordination, 
2. •.4ga1n and again he saw in dramatic vision the soul speciall7 dear to 
him. • , • At the 110ment in which he finished sqing his first Mass, 
this vision retUl'lled to hill; and he saw his 110ther1s spirit, delivered 
from Pargato17 b;r the power of the sacrifice which he had offered, 
entering into :&'eave-an experience originating in, and giving sharp 
draaatic expression to, that sense of new and sacred powers now con-
ferred on him, which III8T well at such a 11011ent have flooded the con-
scioueneu of the 701111g priest, 1 Underhill, :astsbroeek:, p, 15, 
3. 1!1!wo 78al'S before hia death Francis went u;p Mount .Al ve:rno in the .A.p... 
enninss with scM of his disciples, and after fort7 dqs of fasting 
and prqer and contemplation • • • 1he had a TiBion •• , a cross, and 
the .sraph was nailed to it • , • J'rancil felt sharp pains mingling 
with the delighta. 11 I, C. Bmtler, 1J'rancia of .A.saisi, 1 lnczclopedia 
!ritannica, (11th ed,) X, 938-939. 
Jb' thoughte directed inward. came to be 
llet1ecUons of the grace Dhi.De, tree1y 
I turaed rq will to God and pa.rged JJJT eoul 
ot 110rtal ein through the sacred office 
Oonte111Dg aliA confessed. 2 J'or ll8liT ;rears 
Content, rq friend• and I served Saint Ga4ule 1 •· 
Sirapl1cU;r and ponrty the keye 
!I contentment almost d1v1ne.3 One 4aT 
I heard two men, the first exc1ailled, 11fo;r God 
Would that I were ae hol;r as that priest!' 
(liven in remembrance, a touch of pride 
!hat others ehould see holiness in •e, 
Kaleel • ol01e rq e711 and breathe a prqer 
!o Jlol;r Virga end her Son that I 
lla;r be trul;r h:wlb1e.) 1J'or ., own part, I 
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1. 111 cherchaU, llOUII dit Surius, a reesub1er au Christ par eon hwll1l-
ite; ce 1ouoi i1 1''tendait juequ1a son ~~a1ntien modeste et reserve 
et a eon vetement dont i1 ae preoccupait ai peu qu111 paraiesait a 
toue U1l 111Bereu digne de Hprh. 1 Wautier, OR• cit., p. 172, 
quot:ing Suriu, Vita llubrochii, cap. i11. 
2. BJ'or all who wieh to see in a ghostly aD4 supernatural llaDDer three 
th1Dgl also are nee4hl. !he first 1s the 11pt of Divine grace; 
the second 1e a tree turaing of the will to God; the third 1a a con-
science clean frOII aq 110rtal sin. 1 Jan T&l1 lltl;yallroeck, .Adornment 
ot the Spiritual KarriGf.• tr. c. A. W;rnehenck Dom (London: J. X: 
Dent i Sene, Ltd., 19l , P• 6. 
3. IIJ'or twent;r-aix ;reara in all Blessed John lived aa a aecular priest 
1n Jrueeels. Content with hie modest chaplainGT in the Clmrch of St. 
()ndlll.e, and w1 th his hol;r companions, Hinckaert and T&l1 Ooudenberg, 
continuing happil7 in apoatolic eimplicit;r and poverty the Common 
Lite on which he had entered a mere child, ~abroeck passed hie da;rs 
in peaoetlll ret1r8118nt • • • 1 Sclllly, A Medieval Jf;rstic, p. s. 
118 coapanion aawere4, •I voulil. not share 
11• lot, for gold nor wealth of all the worlci.-
J'or then DO pleasure could I know on earth. 1 
I recall thiDking of his ignorance 
Of the delights which God bestows by grace 
ADd what he aissed-inaensate to the taste 
Of God's weetneaa in the Holy Spiru.l 
Ill' priestly duUea marked aa active life 
While contemplaUon cried for quiet tho1Jght; 
:But llzoueele vaa no Groenendael, aDd life 
Was filled with routine duties, commonplace 
hough, 11111111 a woaan 1 a fancy tried 
!o cheapen wUh natural expressions 
!he love of Christ. 2 nommaerdiDDe, whoee teachinga 
!he Holy lather called heretica1.3 
1. Of, Poaeriua, lib. ii, cap. iv; Surius, cap. iii; Wautier, P• 172; 
1'Cul.ly, J. Kedieve.l Jb:atic, p. 8; Alfred .Auger, 1itude sur lea JIITB-
Uqaea des Pqa lias au ao;ren &ge,• Memoirea Couronnea et autrea 
Hboirea (:Brlmlllesl J'. Jlqez, April, 18§2), XLVI, 164. 
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2. •In describiDg her Jnmsrous visions the poeteae boaeta of very 
intimate relatione with Christ aDd the sainte, and claial the gift 
of propheq and the power of working miracle e. • leraan Haupt, 
•n0111111&8rdiDDe, • !he :rw Schaff-Herzo~zclof!dia of llelifioue .Jnovle~, (Grand Bapide, Michigan: r :Boo HOuse, 1952 II, 205. 
3. 1!he following ia one of their characteristic• propositions condemned. 
by Clement v. 1D the ColiDCil of Vienne, J..D. 1311-1312: '!hat thoee 
who are in the aforesaid grade of perfection and in the spirit of 
liberty (eontemplativeB) are not subject to lmlaan authority and are 
not oblird to obey aliT of the precepts of the Church, because (ae 
they I&T where the spirit of the Lord ia, there is libertz.•• 
Scully, J. iedieve.l l§'etic, pp. 12-13. 
I wrote in bitterness, more bitterness 
!ban I have eTer used, called people fools 
:Delude b)" a allver throne and luat 
Xiscalled seraphic lon.1 :But all rq words 
Served onl7 those vhose faith, alr~ tried 
Stqed firlll and those who followed Jl.OIIIlll&8rdinne 
!el1eTed eno-agh to touch her ahro'D4 and seek 
'!he e-are of 11ckneu. 2 J'a1th 1n Mother Church 
lelped ae defend a ~tic truth against 
.A. paych1c trick the Qnletists use1 their love 
lllllersed in natural repose, 3 'tll1heard 
!he cries of man and God, as indolence 
Is .tatakaD for true piety, 
Jraitloa of our God which gives to man 
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1, Sf!· Scully, .A. lfedi&Tal lf;rst1c, pp, lJ-14; YauUer, op, cit,, pp. 170.. 
186, ;pauill, 
2. 1During his stq 1n :Brussels (1317-1343) lluTsbreeck conducted a 
stroDg polemical Cl&lllpaigD against her, which, hovenr, did not pre-
Tent people from oomiDg after her death to seek the c~ of disease& 
b)" touchiDg her ahrou4, 1 llaupt, loc. cit, 
3· •!bat 1love cannot be laz71 is a cardinal truth for all real ~ 
tics •••• ITen that profound repose in which they haTe fruition of 
God, is but the accompanillent or prelillinary of work of the 110st 
strenuoua kind, and beps at f'ul.l stretch the so'QJ. vhich tastes it; 
and this supernatural state is as far above that self-induced 
quiet'D4e of 'natural repose'-1 consist1Dg in nothi~~g but an idleness 
and interior T&C&aC7, to which they are inclined b)" nature and habit• 
-in which the quietists love to immerse themselns, as God is aboTe 
Ria creatures •••• lluTsbroeck in fight1Dg the 1lree Spirit' was 
fightiDg the battle of true ~sticism against its most dangerous and 
persistent eDP,7,-~sticality. • Underhill, !!:u;rsbroeck, p, 20, 
Wealth of truth and virtue which muet be spent 
On thoee in neec1.1 Our Lord has said the vordl 
A8muCh aa :you haYe done it for the leaat 
2 
!'hat aemce :you haYe rendered 1mto Me, 
.b aervanh faithf'ul to the living God) 
Of hatred, enn nov vhen I han aeeJI. 
Xore clearl:r than before, the Wq of Life; 
I aense revuleien at God-mockera vho 
De1i11' the worth of hUII&Il need aDd seek 
!!!.rough uuactiYated contemplation 
to find their eelfieh e~their Unit:r 
In God; a lfnit:r which God himself 
Gins onl.T as He wills to those who Lon, 
4 !l'hrough the :reara, rq aoul posaeased b:y v1sions 
Clillbed a senJaooetep ladder--a Ladder 
1, ''!he :.an vho 11 sent down liT God from these heights into the world 
1e full of truth aDd rioh in all virtue , , ,aDd therefore he 
IIUst alwqe epend hiaeelf on those who han need of hia; for the 
lhlng fouat of the Hol:r Ghost, vhioh 1e hie wealth, can nenr be 
epent. • Ra;rsbroeck, !lui S}la.rkling Stone, pp, 220-221, 
2. Matthew 25:1Kl, 
3, 'ht there are s011e foolleh aen who would be so inward that the:r 
vou14 neither act nor sene, even in thoee thlnge of whioh their 
neighbor has need. Behold, these are neither secret friends nor 
faithful eenenta of Go4; but the:y are altogether false and de-
cein4. :ror no IIIUl can follow the co1msell of Go4 vho will not 
keep Hie CC'DI!IDdllenh, 1 ll1Qiebroeck, '!he Sparkl.W stone, p, 197, 
4, • , , ,and he pasaed through the great o.cillatione of conscioue-
11888 whioh aark the rqstic wq, • Underhill, :Rafabroeck, p, 16, 
4o 
1. 
Of s,iritual LoTe;1 )ut ecstasy 
ln~oilled a 11&11-concern that could DOt die. 
To !lommaerdiDDe there came the world's success, 
.be!. all _, :faith was ueded as the crowds 
Lupooud and ridiculed. 2 Perhaps in part 
!hie moTed us to eeek the silent forest. 
Groeundael, where with companions I foUDd 
A quiet unaffected by the world, 
Where I still caD. hear the forest prq1ng;3 
Where the heart o:f God has met JilT OWD heart, 
A debt to pe;p-1 to love the love that lov88, 4 
And ;ret onee paid is ever reincurred. 
!he recent vialon of JilT mother showed5 
In foresight uumistakable that soon 
The debt would be discharged. I DOw recall 
The hopes and PIJl'POees that 111ade the gl8D 
A haven where God met with mortal mBD. 
We went, DOt to hide-we were sure of God--
tr. r. 
2. 1 Il est probable que oette pol$mique tut ardente et passionement 
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I / , suivie de part d autre. R\lTsbroeck fut chansoDDe et ridic'lllise dans 
les rues de ~ruzelles. 1 Wautier, op. cit., p. 179. 
3. "Lea duce de ~rabaD.t poseedaient au coeur de la forit de Soig:~~.es 'W1 
aDCiBD rendez-vous de chasse de JeaD. II conceae pour 1 11DBtaD.t ~ 
l'ermite Lamberti GToe:a8Ddael ou le Va'Q-Vert. 1 ,!!!!. p. 198 
4. R\lTabroeck, The SaTeD Stepe of the Ladder of Spiritual LoTe, p, 59. 
5. £[., l!pra, p. 2, note 6. 
:But as Sai!lt Francie at Al verno purged 
Hillleel! 11:1 holy Jll'8.7er, and as Sa1nt Paul 
J'led from Damascus and Jeruea18lll 
Until his vision shaped hie life, so we 
!riaed our lamps that thl!y might shine 
Jfore bright}T to the end ot dqs.l .Alia. 
Groenendael, saered ground where walked two men, 
Holy men, who served the Lord: John :Busco 
Who received the hunting lodge, hallowed it 
2 Before I cut my teeth. ~ second saint 
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1. Pomerius, lib. i, cap. vi. 1Venit itaque cum sodalibus euis in Viri-
demyallem, tanto aerenius arcana coelstia oontemplaturus, qna:nto 
quietus ab •-i strepita lD'Wldanae turbatio:nis soli Domino vacaturus. 
Unde et ibidem more aquilae renovata mentis j~ntute coepit tam 
clare in aeterDi eolia radios aciem tigers intellegentiae quod vi% 
homo super terram volutae sui contemplationie poteet extremsm con-
sequi pertectio:nem. lxcedit e:nim mentae humenaw indaginie quod 
frequenter eructuat in suis codicibUB de divi:nia. •ec poteet hum-
a:nae rationes taoultaa, ma:nene intra limitea proprioe, illuo vel 
semel se erigere quo ipse :novit supra ae positue crebro 11berrime 
aTOlare. Qp.ibus autem ista videntus minus nra aut credibilia, cre-
dent ut videant et 1ntelligant, vitaqusm ut idem pater oonsulit hab-
ere studea:nt CUB exercitio affectue si vel1nt oonsequi tam luminosos 
radios intelleotue.• Jnalecta !ollandiana, loc. cit., p. 287. 
2. IL 1ermitage tut cede a Jean de :Bueco ou des !cis en l3Q4 •••• L1acte 
de donation atipulait qu1apres la mort de llv.sco, l'ermitage devait 
etre OOaupB par un autre religieuz, ad serviendum ibi Deo. 1 Wautier, 
op. cit., pp, 198-199• In a note, Wautier quotes as follows from 
Hiraeue, opera diplomatica, t. II, p. 7791 •••os Joannes ••• 
Joan:ni de Bueche eremitae domum nostram sitam in nostro :nemore Zoniae 
in loco dicto Groe:nendael (gallice Vauvert) et !oesatum quod hactenus 
de licentia :nostra ibidem fecit, cum spatio intra !oesatum dictum 
contendo, te:nendam quamdiu vixerit conterimus. Ita ut, ei eum alibi 
tra:ne!erri vel mori co:nt1ngat, ex tunc 11:1 poeterum alter religioeus ad 
serviendum ibi Deo perpetuia temporibus morab1tur.' Datum die Veneris 
post Aseumpt. Virg. Mar. 1)04.• 
1. 
2. 
Yaa Araold of Dieat who saw this place 
Where those who honored God would come to be 
The fertile seed of holiness for men.1 
Jf;y f1ft7 TSars had all seemed good, and God 
!lad 'blessed me ill. 1117 work, despite the loss 
!o :Bloemardill.ne. That which I had not had 
I did aot miss. J'rancis brought the :paper 
~illg laster week giving Groenandael 
!o us,2 and contemplation which had been 
So neh a :part of life bsfore, bec!lllle 
~e center of our being. RW.e we had, 
!hough nona 1aposed by llol;:r Mother Church, 
4 burning passion for perfection held 
l1e thrall to Chr1st, 3 thralldom cone'tlllll&tsd 
Onl;:r 1n betrothal as the ~ridegroom 
qpe dail7 to inspire our mortal so'Uls 
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' ' ' ICet elldroit, mes chers freres, sera sous peu un mouastere ou fle~ 
iront ~ee hommes d8vots et religieux, qui feront honneUr a Dieu et 
seront la aemence feconde d 1une aainte generation. 1 
Wautier, OPo cit,, Po 199. 
"L'acte ae ceasion du Vau.-Vert, sur le territoire de Hoelaert, fut 
eigne il ~ruellea, le quatrieme jour des f~tes de Paques 1343, au 
benefi@ de J'ranco J'rigido Mont anus. 1 Idem. .At this time, :Ettcy-s-
broeck ltas fift;:r :rears of age, aot sixt'7"'88 Pomerius reports through 
error, an error conttaued b;:r Dolezich, op. cit,, p, 2, The phrase 
in Pomerius reads: 'Postq'D811l autem jalll se:mgeuariue multiB in eec1llo 
per ~ conversationia eminentiam potioris vitae fuisaet spec1ll.um 
et 8%emplar ••• , 1 Analecta ~ollandiaua, loc. cit., p. 287. 
' 
"!he;:r entered into poaaesaion on Wedneada;:r of laster week, 1343; and 
for five :rear• lived there, as the;:r had lived in the little house in 
~eel~, with ao other r1ll.e save their own passion for perfection. 1 
Undsrhi~l, !grsbroeck, p. 22. 
!ro grow in grace.l !his, the second coming 
~ our Lord vas brought to pass through pit7 
In the heart of God, and necessit7 
In the soul of man; through God1 1 OVIlllildneas, 
Aad our 'llDendiDg longing, restlessnese 
Jor lliJI in whoa we find our rest and peace. 2 
Our heart 1s desire, to find a unit7 
.Alone with God, aUracted curious aen. 
'ome cue to ahare devotion, some to scoff, 
.And not a few, rem11111bering the lodge, 
Would lean the hunt and come demanding food. 
We, being bound onl;r 117 our own rules, 
!ad no recourse to :Benedictine law 
:aaapecting solitude) When the Prior 
Of Saint V1ctor1s £bbe7 looked askance 
tr;Pon our VBT of life, acknowledging 
!he conte.ution our world apart had caused 
' 
!):I.e clerg in the towns, where some approved 
1. 1llut let us speak of their growth in new graces and in new virtues 
from dq to dq, and of a present coming of Christ our :Bridegroom, 
da117 ~ our soul. 1 ~sbroeck:, !he Spiritual lsf,usals, tr. Eric 
Colle~ (London: Iaber and J'aber, Ltd., no date~ P• 57. .2!• 
!l'he Adopment of the Spiritual Marriage, pp. 17-18. 
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2. 1!'here are four reaeone: God1s pit7, and our necesaity; God 1a mild-
nen, and our lollginge, 1 Colledge, op, cit,, p. 57. £!. the sentence 
from the opaning of .Allguatine 1s Contesaional 1!hou baat created us 
for !h;r~elt and our haarts are restleas till the7 find their rest in 
!l'hee.• \bk• i, eap. vii. 
3. 1llut per!petual invasions from the outer world, not onl7 of penitents 
and would. be disciplea ••• but of huntoen ••• and pleasure par-
ties ••• soon forced them to adopt ••• 4efinite attitude towards 
••• enolesure. 1 Uuderhill, Bu:sbroeck, p, 22, 
1. 
it.zld eeu east blllllle; but the good Prior thought 
Preoeedinge aaw'IU'ed more of' heree7 
than of deoorum proper to the prieete 
Ot God.l Seneing no lllall injustice, etill 
!o etrilte a balanoe, we accepted rule, 
~e of the J;agWJtinian Canons, 
With lranoia, prowet, and m;rsel:f' the prior. 2 
:!la.t John, 1117 uncle, vi th an insight born 
Of God, natained 'b7 Him, renounced the lite 
~e loved. Hie friends, knit close 'b7 ties more strong 
!ban blood or kinship, vere severed ae he 
~oek re~ in a forest cell that none 
Who olat.ed of Groenendael a home should fail 
!l:te rigor of the rule. In tvo short 7ear1 
.Jillm Hincb.ert was with God) Jf;r heart rejoiced 
IILee 48~ dee deuz chanoines et de 18111' chaplain avait profon"-
ment tr!)uble le olerp bruxellois, lea una appreuvant lea cenobites, 
lea autiree lee blimant. Ce f'ut 1m beau t&}le&e dana le petit monde 
ecclesiaetiqueal tempestaa valida et vahemens va14e. 1 Wantier, 
op. cit~, p. 205. 
I • • • ' the Prier of the Abbey of Saint Victor at Paris had addressed 
to them etrong remonetrancee, on account of the absence of' rule in 
their life and the fact that they had not d.opted a religious habit; 
a proce~ding which in his opinion eavoured rather of the ill-regulated 
doinge of the heretical aech, th8.11 of' the decorum proper to good 
Catholic.. 1 Underhill, !alabroeck, pp. 22-23. 
1!'herelhey were presently joined by disciples and formed a amall 
coDlmi y, which was eventually placed UDder the rule of' the .A.'IlgUe-
tinian anona. Coudenberg became the prnost and ~ebroeck the 
prior • 
1 
•• 
1 ~abroeck, !'he Ad.ormnent of Spiritual Marriage, p. :rlT. 
!l'he rule of the Mgtiatinian Canons was d.opted Karch 10, 1349 and 
Hinckaert died lfq lS, 1350. 
J.t his release from IIUf:t'ering. Hie love 
Ot life vas caught in his last wish: he gaTe 
!o the aonaste17 he wolll.d not 3oin 
~ ino011e o:t' twelve florins,l lf;r 1mcle, 
lf;r blessed. 'WI.Cle, 1Q' sainted. teacher. 
lol7 Kar7, Mother of God, I prq 
•ow for his solll. 1 1 repo1e, as I prqed thea 
J.t the hour of his death. !rhe 71ars sliPPed b7, 
Jtr life changed. lleditation burst anew 
Upon 1Q' beiJig, and created God 
h all I saw. J'ruite o:t' aeditation 
i 
Were IQ' reward aa Tisions enr lured. 
Jle from an earth aora11. lo pantheist I, 
-.a. 71t the gentle forest, a01mtain height, 
I 
Talle:r depth called. me eTer to m:r God, 2 
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1. "Kais 1~ mort entra bieatSt dane le paiaible ermitage: accable' d 1~ 
et d11niC11'111tes, Jean Hinckaert s 1endorm1t le 18 aai 1350, laiasant 
au monastere outre eon souYenir =• rente pe~tulle de 12 florins. 1 
Wautier, op, cit,, p, 207, !he florin was a cold coin first minted 
in J'l.or!lnce in 1282 weighiDg about :t'1ft;r-f1Ye grains. 
2. RaTsbrojJck1 1 uae of nat'are to emphasize his pointe liST be illustrated 
from ant of hie books. !'he following one from !rhe Spiritual Espouaale 
1B t:vpical. •low 'lmderetandl when the •= sends ita rays and its 
light into a deep nlle:r between two high IIO'WI.tains, and the B'lm then 
1tand1 ln the height of the fi1'1118111ent, so that it can illUIIinate the 
floor qd the depths of the Talleys, then three thiugs take place. 
!be nlie:r is g1Ten more light, and light is reflected from the 
mo1mtains, and there is more heat: and it becomes more fertile than 
flat ani:ena land. .&ad in 311Bt the same wa:r, when a cood me.n re-
flects the uptha of hie beiDg upon hie littleneas, and acknowl-
edges t t he has ndh1Dg and 1111 nothing and can do nothing o:t' his 
own pow r, he cennot ra•in still, nor can he alTanoe in Tirtus; 
and who he acknowledges also that he frequently lacks Tirtues and 
cood worb, ill this he acknowledges hie poverty and hia need, and so 
he melte• a Tal.le:r of h111111it;r. • cap. xi11. p. 58. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
To some these years at Groenendael might seem 
.DeTOid of incident, so calm they were 
As day by day, serene and unafraid 
I waited, worked, loved, and shared the Spirit 
With all who came.1 And many came to ask 
The way to God, as if I knew a wq 
The beloved disciple overlooked: 
2 Sqing, •Little children, love each other.• 
I remember writing these truthful words: 
1 Those who follow the way of love 
Are the richest of all men living: 
They are bold, frank, and fearless, 
They have neither travail nor care, 
J'or the Holy Ghost bears all their burdens. 
They seek no outward seeming, 
They desire naught that is esteemed of men, 
They affect not singular conduct, 3 They would be like other good men. • 
•emea of those who came as friends are legion: 
Jaghel, Tauler, Groote, Foremost in my heart--
As Clara stood to Francis--Dame Margaret 
Stood to me, Ten years ago I last wrote 
~o the Convent of Poor Clares in !russels, 
To show her love, the seven steps of love, 
"The thirty eight years which Ruysbroeck passed at Grosnendael were, 
from t~e point of view of the earthly biographer, almost devoid of 
incide~t. True, he formed many friendships with the most spiritual 
men of his time, and seems occasionally to have left his priory in 
order o visit them,• Rqrsbroeck, The Adornment of the Spiritual 
Marri e, p. xv1. 
I Johnj passim. 
The Twtve !egu.ines, cap. 11, quoted by l!lvel;yn Underhill in the Intro-
ductio; to The Adornment of the Spiritual Marriage, p. xvii. 
1. 
2. 
lrhere'b;r throuch God's great grace we lin ill HiJI 
And He ill u, a:D.d. we are all as 011.8 
With HiJI ill love.1 I have held her fore~st 
b. liT heart because through teaching her 
!!!he Spirit deepeed 111. J117 ao1ll, ed God 
llevealed to 11e the secret depths of love. 
l did :D.ot teach; 'but God i:D.spired 111. ae, 
!l'hrougb the Kol;r Ghost, eve17 word I wrote.2 
!rhh i:D.ap1ration hullbled me, I worked 
4t taab for which I had no aptitude, 
l!ecaue I felt the 11.8ed for lowly toil. 
H;r 1nd1llge~~.t 'brothera 1n the garden 
~ten told ae that as I weeded more 
b. prayer than knowledge, tlovera aad food,3 
' 
1
.AD4 througb ov rlrtuoua lives and the grace of God ve live in Him 
and He b u, with all His eaintaJ and ao we are all a unity being 
aade one with 11111 in love. • ~sbroeck, !rhe Senn Steps, p. 63. 
EYel;rn Vnderhill ill the Introduction to !he J4oraaent of the 
Spirit~l lfarr~p lhta !he Mirror of lienal Salvat1oJU writte 
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before 359; Sne Cloisters! written before 1363; and ~ 
Seven DTcreea of Level written before 1372; these three are con-
sidered. &a a gro1q> of vorka •:rorming a gra,duated instruction on the 
ascetic' and a;ratical life ••• [8eemiD&li/ written for Dame Margaret 
Van Kee:rbeke, a :D.un in the Convent of Poor Claree at :Bruaela. a p. ux. 
~ s~oriea are told of his h'Wllility, kindl1:D.ess, and wisdom. He 
illaiatedj en workiDg at the humblest tasks in the aonaate17 garden, 
caTI7ing loads of dung and weediDg the beds. H1B efforts were re-
garded ~ith a revereD.t 11ldul.gence by his fellow gardeners, to whom 
they we~ something of a bvden; for he worked with one hand, while 
telling his beads with the other, nor did he distinguish the tlowera 
and vege*ablea from the weeda, but pulled up all in his holy and 
hullble .ra.or. 1 RaTsbroeck, !he Seven Steps, p. 14. 
As well as weeds, lay en the compost pile. 
Pictv .. CroW liT memory until it seSIIs 
As if m;y life, rq whole, long life on earth 
Were pressed in these last few weeks of d.arklleas.1 
!bose who coaplaiDed of povert7 and lack 
0t thie world 1 1 geode were S7Jllbolhed to me 
:8;y ou to wh011 I said, 1!h1Dk, dear sister, 
Ot the 110at perfect wq to serve the Lord: 
l1; 1a to give Hill thaDk:a :f'or all that comea, 
4ad through complete huailit7 to know 
llia good will, • 2 !he lll8ll;r times m;y brothers, 
' lmowing the poverello stra.ill in liB, 
-:ould see the BilOW and ask about rq birds, 
04 eave me bits of bread so I co'Uld feed 
,. feathered friends of' God) ll!b.e Parisians, 
darioua, 7outhtul students of' the way, 
~o thought that I could give a rule of' life 
.&tad vera dis~~ayed whe I replied, 1Tou are 
""' hol7 as 70u wish to be. 1 .And the7 
1, h hia old age his bo4117 eight grew dim 8.lld he had d1f'ticult7 in cel-
ebraUDt Hasa, DOt olll7 from this cause, 'lnlt also b7 reason of the 
ecata17 that ao often seized upon h111. 1 ~sbroeck, !he Seven Steps, 
Introduction, p. 15. 
2, 'A una f811118 qui se lamentait sur sa pauvret~, eon incapacit~ a secourir 
lea pautr&e, eon peu de go1}.t pour la Tie spirituelle, 11 dit, se gardant 
bien de~'e'arrater a toutes ces dolea.nces ou 88 ooaplaisait evidem.ent la 
pauvrs reature: 1 Sache, ~ :f'ille tres ch8re, que le meilleur mo;ren de 
eerrlr . eu, c 1est de lui rendre gr&ce pour tout ce qui nous arrive et 
de se soumettre humblement a BOll entier bon vouloir.• Wautier, op.cit,, 
p, 242: Pomerius, .&taal.ecta :Bolla.ndi!IJII,, loc, cit,, p. 292. 
3. ~ebro.ck, !be Seven Steps, Introduotion, p, 14. 
;l'ballhed would leave, UDtil m:r brothers Calle 
:And asked M to llab plain the sillple words, 
•!he Jleanre, • ·I replied, 1ot holiness, 
llePGd• upon 70'111' will, and 70u J'O'IIl'selt 
Can 1ee the quallt7 of your own will, 
!hue, ;rou alone can perceive the value 
Ot J'O'IIl' own holinell. 1 •Tant1Dl enill 
~eqa.e eanotu1 eat • • , • and the;r UDderetood, 
.Qpantua attioitur bonitati.•1 
!heee MIIOriee change, and with a llight7 leap 
~ 1oul leavee far behind the aortal eights. 
' Oar :Blessed Lord aPPears, and without so'llll.d, 
lor Bight, ur senee of 1111ell, ur touch, nor taete, 
~ know Kie love for me; I also see 
!he Tirgin, claar, although m:r mortal eyes 
~e al.lloat blind, and the celestial sainte 
~e visitors UDgOverned 'b7 the sUD, 
A Voice spoke, tilough I did BOt hear a word, 
~here heard! •!hie 1B ~ beloved eon, 
In whoa I am well pleaaed. 12 lo frightened start, 
111 waetiDg, aad BO sleep of tiredness 
1. Poaeriue, lib, 11, cap. x111, Analecta l!ollandiana, loc, cit., p, 293. 
1Frequelter etiam Domiuua noster Jesus Christus eua Visitans, crebris 
ac 11111«11. a cone'U8Vit fidelem B1l1llll f8111alua dotare IBUII.eribus gratiarua, 
ita ut tiam quodam tempore sibi apparans Vieibiliter eua beatissima 
Maria . rgiae, ejue glorioaa genetrice, et omnibus l&llctus coelestie 
C'lll'iae, 11111«11.& familiaritatie dulcedine ipeua epiritue joaaaditatea, 
illo ia. tempera libi praestitam, eUam vocaliter ipllllll alloquens fertur 
tali& stbi 41x i11e1 h •• filius meue dilectua, in guo mihi bene placui, • 
Poaeriu,, lib, 11, cap, xxiv, Analecta l!ollandiana, loe, cit,, p, 301, 
Jor me, oal:y the vision ot a lite 
So abtuldant rich that I can not wait, 
And eo I rid ~aelt of this old lhell,l 
With a vigor and eagerness ot soul 
I 11111 in truth, as I !:lave been in tai th 
At last, 
at one 
1et fne, 
in love 
with 
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1. •Hie death, 8IQ'8 Poaeriu, speaking on the authorU:y ot those who had 
seen 1~, was :ru:Ll ot peaceful ~o:y, of gaiet:y ot heart; not the falling 
asleep 10t the tired. eenant, but the leap to the aore abundant lite 
ot the ingorou~ child ot the Infinite, at last aet free. 1 '11nderhill, 
RuzabrGeok, p. 34. 
A. m DOCftiD 0'1 GOD AS l!EVJW.ID II' 
m Y.RI!'IJIGS OF RtJYSmlOliiCX: 
God pel'llleatea this 'Wliverse of ours. 
Soae ~ties filld him in their soul and make 
' As 811. !'heresa did, divine duets,1 
J'inding leal.it7 in visions sweet. 
, Others c8Dl10t etq within a circle, 
Self-contaiAed; wider visions call their eoula, 
An4 through the sense impression of the world 
!'beT ue both intellect and heart to learn 
.a. fol'liiUla of faith. 2 !l'he greatest onee 
:llaTe foUDd that God is near and tar. Once learned 
!his para4oz, self-evident, becomes 
!he corner atone. tach a one is --broeck:, 
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1. •In ~etieal literature such self-contradictor, phrases as 'dazzling 
obseuritT,' 'whispering silence, 1 1teemi:og desert, 1 are contin'll8ll7 
met with. fhe;r proye that not concept'll8l speech, 'but 1111aic rather, 
is th~ el•ent through which we are best spoku tG b;r J~;Ystioal 
truth,' ~ ~tical scriptures are indeed little more than musi-
cal COIIIpOBitions, • William James, !l'he Tarietiea of llelie;iou 
J!nerienoe (lew York: LoJI&III&Ils, Green and Co., 1925) , PP• 420-421, 
2. •~atical writers are of two kinds. One kind ••• 4eals almost wholl~ with the personal aDd interior ezperiencee of the soul in 
the states of contemplation, and the ps7chological rules govern-
ing those atatee; above all, with the amotional reactions of the 
salt to the impact of the Divine, • • • :But the other ki:ad of 
111,7stic~ •• c8Dl10t, on the one hand remain within the circle of 
these bJeotiTB a:ad personal conceptions, a:ad, en the other con-
tent h salt with the label which tradition has affixed to the 
!'hing that he has known, '11Dderhill, R!;rsbroeck:, pp. 5a-53. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Who :l'oud his God to be a collllllon light 
A common ~lendour touching ever.r man.l 
Wi1ih Hil prevenient grace, as, reaching 1lP 
Kall strives, so God descends in radiant light,2 
An apostolic ~stic,3 he must striTe 
!l!o •hare hi• ndon with all ghoatl;r men. 
• lie haa 1e81l God 10 deep. so wide, so high, 
So :l'athomlesa, that words can onl7 hint, 
I!J!hu God 18 a collllloll light and a common spleJidour, enlightening 
heaven and earth, and eTS1'7 man each accordiDg to his need and 
worth. • !he Adol'JIIIIent of the Spiritual Marriage, ce;p. i. 
I 
1If a man does all he can, and cannot do more because of his 
feebleness, it rests with the infinite goodnesa of God to FiD-
ish t~ work. !hen, straight as a sunbeam, there comes a 
higher light of Divine grace, and it is shed into the soul 
according to ih worth, though neither merited nor desired. 
For ill. this light, God gives Himself out of tree goodness and 
generc!aity, the which neTBr creature can merit before it has 
receited it. JD4 this is an inward and ~sterious working of G 
God 1A the soul, abeTS Ume; and it moves the soul and all its 
power~. !l'herew111h ande prevenient grace, and begins the other 
grace~ that is to sq, the e"apernatural light. 1 ~· 
1!hert! h a f'IUidaaental orderliness in the liu;ysbroeckian ui-
verse !which, though it liST be difficult to 'IUlderstand, and 
often 'impossible for him to express without resort to para-
dox, ;yet reveals itself to careful anal711B, He tries hard 
to describe, or at least suggest it to ua, because he h a 
JDTstic, of an apostolic type. • •• !rhe note is neTer, as with 
~ nbjectin Y!Bionariea, 1I han seen,' but al'WIQ's, 1We 
shall or liST see. 11 Underhill';" I!&sbroeck, p. 55. -
In addition, lt~broeck 1 s ~stic experiences haTe given him 
an abMing faith in the abilities of man to achieve the inward 
life. Step by sUp he traces the deTSlOplllent that he has him.-
sel:l' 1'pllowed in the hope that those to whom he is writing liST 
likewilse find fruition in God. While each stage of deTBlop.. 
ment ~pends upon the precedi%1€ step, the entire process from 
the awakening to the 1'ruition or unification in God, requires 
the action of God, through Father, Son, or Hol7 Ghost, to be 
cons...,.ted. 
' 
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!hrough paradox, the vision of the Lord.1 
!rhe J17atic, throllgh his Christian faith, aq gaze 
In spirit upoa God, llterll&l Power, 
Creator, and the Lord of heav1n and earth, 2 
.&ad sanae the paradox of rest and wor:tt3 
!ranacendent in a 11nit;r Divine, 
Iuaneat throllgh the Kol7 Ghost. 4 
1, •!rho moat high lature of the Godhead ~ thua be perceived and 
beheld: how it is St.plioit;r and Onefoldneaa, inaccessible 
Height and bettollless Depth, incomprehensible :Breadth and 
etel'JI8]. L8J18th, a dark Silence, a wild Desert, the Rest of all 
aain~s in the 11111 t;r, and a common l'rui tiOll of Himself and or 
all •aints in llternit;r. AD4 JII&DT other marvels mq be seen 
in the a'b)-amal Sea of the Godhead; and though, because of the 
groai!Jl8aa of the senses to which the;r must be shown from with-
out, we ll'llllt use sensible images, ;ret, in truth, these thiDga 
a.re perceived and beheld from within, as an abyamal and uncon-
d1Uola.ed Goed, :But if the;r IIIU.Bt be shown from without, it must 
be do~e by means of diverse similit1ldes !llld images, accordiDg 
to t~ elllightenment of the reason of him who tlhapes and shows 
thea.~ !he .&4ol'1111ent of tha Spirit'U&l Marriage, lib. 11, 
ca;p. IICIXVii. 
2. •:aut now we see what it 1a to adore God: it h, in the Christian 
faith0 w1 th great reverence and above reason, to gaBe in the 
spirit upon God, the Sternal Power, Creator and Lord of heaven 
and e~th and all that in them h. 1 '.rhe Seven Steps of the Ladder of Spiritual Love, p. 32. 
3. •!'he divine Persona in the fecund1t7 of ~elr nature are one God 
eternall;r in action, and in the aimplicU;r of !'heir eaaenoe, the;r 
a.re Godhead, perpetual rest; and so with respect to His Persons, 
God 1a an eternal operation, but with respect to His essence, 
ete~ rest. • ,!!!!. p. 58. 
4. 1!'he J!lost high and au;peresaential 11n1t;r of the Divine :rature, 
where the Father and the Soa poasesa f.heir nature in the 11nit;y of 
the llol7 Ghoat-abon the comprehension and 11JlderatandiDg of all 
our powers, in the ll8ked beiDg of our spirit-is a supernal still-
ness, ,wherein God broods above all creatures in the created light. 
• • • i J'rom this ll'lltual contemplation or the J'ather and of the Son, 
in th4 eternal radianoe, there flow forth an eternal content and 
a fatJ!,omless love, and that is the Kol;r Ghost, • • • God incllDIIa 
lllmse~f towards each creature • • • 1 !'he Adol'JIIlent· of the Spiri-
tual Xarriap, lib, 11, cap, :z:l.viU. 
!he attri'butes of God are Power and Might, 
Alpha and Omega for all creatures; 1 
:rather of light, who speaks a single word 
Ooiiiii&Dding e7e a to See! 2 .And once o 'be;red 
!hat Voice can never be denied and God 
Pes~esses man and )urdans him with loTe.3 
Saggesti'n langDage to enchant the sou14 
· And set the door ajar adllli tting light 
llenaling Darkness, lak:edness, and then 
In lothiDgneu, 'Y!Illqui shed and vanquishing, 
1. 1 !rhe enlightened man shall also mark and behold the attributes 
of the !ather in the Godhead: how l!e 1a omnipotent Power and 
Kight, Creator, Mover, Preserver, :Beginning and lind, the OrigiD 
and llj!iDg of all creatures. 1 !he .&doruent of the Spiritual 
Marri~, lib, i1, cap. ZXXTii. 
2, 1Jor the heavel11.7 :rather wishes that we should aee, because l!e 
ia a Father of light, (Of, St. Jaaes, 1:17) And therefore He 
apeak:jl eternal.l7, withou'i"" ~~ean and w1 thout ceaaing, in the secret 
place• of our apirit, one single unfathomable word and nothing 
mere, .And in this word lie emmciatea Jlimself and all things, 
.And this word 1B nothing else than 1 Ses 1 ; and th1B 1s the go ill&'" 
out and the birth of the Son of everlasting life in Whom men 
reeo~ize and see all blessedness.• !he Spiritual Espousals, 
p. lSl. 
3. !his concepUon of the burden of God 1 s love to me has never 
been more beaut1full7 e:r;pressed than in RuTsbroeck1s !he SeTen 
Ste s ·of the LaMer of 1r1tual. Love, "Love the love that 
ever ons ou. !hence comes a great inwer4 impatience, and 
an ac ion which can never 'be complete; for the more we love, 
the more we long to love; and the more full7 we P&7 the debt 
that love deii&Dds, the deeper in debt we lie, Love is never 
silen1, but ever and without ceasing cries: Love ye love. 
I 
1!his :contest of love 1a 'liDknown to those who have not the sense 
of such things. 1 pp, 59-6o. 
4. 1 , • ,. oblique, suggestive, musical lang~~~~&& which enchants 
rathe~ than informs the soul; opens the door to experience, but 
does ~ot conve7 aD7 accurate knowledge of the Imageless ~th.• 
Under~ill, Rsrsbroeck, pp. 58-59. 
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God 1 a own essence flows forth in purest love.1 
:Beyond the !rri'IIJIB God, the :Blessed John 
Within a fathomless ab;rss has found 
God 1 s Sillpl.e :Being in Eternal Rest. 2 
1. •.And here he meets God without intermediar;y. .And from out the 
Divine Unity, there shinee into him a simple light; and this 
light ahows him Darkness and Nakedness and lTothingneas. In the 
Darlaleu, he is enwrapped and falls into somewhat which is in 
no w:!lse, even as one who has lost his wa;r. In the lfakedness, 
he loaea the perception and discermnent of' all things, and is 
transfigured and penetrated by a simple light. In the lfothing-
ness, all hie activity fails him; for he 1s vanquished by the 
worktug of God's aby811181 love, and in the f'ruitive inclination 
of his spirit he vanquillhes God, and becoaes one spirit with 
hilll. •: The .A.dormnent of' the Spiritual Marriage, lib. 11, 
cap. 1:xv. 
2. •:But the Simple :Being of' God, according to the nature thereof, 
is an Eternal Best of God and of all created things. 1 ~ 
!velva :Beguines, cap. xiv. 
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1. 
2. 
ll, 1'IIE lW!OliE OF CHRIST AS RllllEALli:D 
Ill TBE WRITINGS OF RUYS!lROECX 
If God' a own J:aaence flows in purest love 
Creatillg heaven and earth, then through His Son, 
Who is His Eternal Wisdom honored 
Of the rather, He renews our apirit1 
Dq b7 dq, Calling from eternit;r 
ll:r Hil well-beloved Son, the J'ather 
Chooses us, and writes with Love's forefinger 
Oar own Dallies in His book of life, All songs 
Of lien or angels answer Him with power, 2 
. In tille 1 s own f1:1l.lness, Christ has come to earth 
To fulfill the J'ather 1 a merc;r, chambered 
In the ~ ef a glorious temple, 
A sacred marriage there took place with Christ 
•.AJ.ao; we perceive b7 the Christian faith that God our Almighty 
J'ather formed aDd created heaven and earth and all creatures 
for Hh own honour; that through !Us Son, Who 1a Hie Eternal 
Wisdoa, He has likewise created and renewed ue; that He has 
ordained and regulated all things to His same etel'Jlal honour, 
, • , • The Seven Steps of the Ladder of Spirit'll&l Love, p, 30, 
10ur .eavenl:r J'ather has called and chosen ua from all eternity 
in Hi. well-beloved Son, and has written our llallles with the 
finger of His love in the living book of Hia Eternal Wisdom; 
wherefore we IIIUSt evermore answer Him with our whole power in. 
reverence and eternal veneration. !his is the beginning of 
all songs, whether of ~ls or of men, which shall n.aver more 
cease~• Ibid, p, 47. 1-
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2. 
!be bria.groom ~oiDing to Himself the bri4e.1 
!hro'Q8hout the ages those whom Christ has saved 
• lln~oy a 11Jlity w1 th all the saints 
2 
And w1 th the J'ather, Son and Holy Ghost. 
One, in simple Jlature in the Godhead 
Yet J'ather and the Son in attributes 
lternally distinct--the Begotten 
Cannot beget--thro'Q8hout eternity 
, '!he Father has a Son, and evermore 
'!he Son a J'ather.3 '!hen in Christ we find 
.l hmlan nahre, too; whereby He ahared 
1l!ut when God thollgb.t the time had come, and had mercy on the 
suffering of His beloved, He sent His ODl7 Eegotten Son to earth, 
in a t~ir chamber, in a glorioua temple; that is, in the Eod;r of 
the Virgin Mary. '!here He was married to this bride, our nature, 
and He 11Jlited her with !lia own person thro'Q8h the most pure blood 
of thils aoble Virgin. '!he priest who married the bride was the 
Holy Ghost; the angel Gabriel brought the offer; the glorious 
Virgin gave her consent. • '!he .Adol'JIIIIent of the Spiritual 
Karriy;e, lib.i. Prologue. 
•[ilaiJ ever has a natural and a ~ro,Pernatural towards this same 
unit7,! J:tha essential and su;pernatural 'IDlity of hie epiriiJ and 
this eN!e '1Dlit7 thro'Q8h the gifts of God and thro'D&h eimplicity 
of intention, ehall have an sternal loving tendency towards that 
most h~gh trn1t7, where, in the bond of the Holy Ghost, the J'ather 
and the Son are 1111ited with all saints. • '!he .ldol'JIIIIBnt of the 
Spiritpl Jla.rriaQ, lib. U, cap. mvi. 
' 
1l!ut tlll.e relatione which make the personal attributes remain in 
eternal distinction. J'or the Father begets distinction. For the 
Father i incessantly begets his Son, and Himself is 1111begotten; and 
the So~ ia begotten, and cannot beget; and thus throughout eternity 
the Father has a Son, and the Son a Father.• '!he Adornment of the 
spirit~ Marriage, 1111. ii, cap. xxxvii. 
1 
.1 labour u:ato death, With the :rather 
. Possessing grace, made like us to IIUi'fer, 
Deaied the Godhead's rest, with the Pather 
Sharing as persona the Eternal work. 2 
In the union of the Godhead Christ holds 
llonor and glo17, as the Son He PIQ'B 
, !l!he eurciee of love that we mq seek 
!he hol7 life.3 Climbing the high aountain, 
4 On !abor1s height we find through Jesus Christ, 
1. •.1 man who lives this life in its perfection, as it has here been 
shown, and who is offeri~~g up his whole life, and all hb works, 
to the worship and praise of God, and who willa and lone God 
abovej all th1nge, is often stirred by a dasire t;o see, to know, 
and t~ prove what, in Hilus elf, this :Bridegroom Christ ia; Who 
for man' s eake becue man and laboured in love u:ato death, and 
dalinred u from Bin and the devil, and baa given us Hillself 
and His grace, ••• 1 Ibi~, lib. i, cap. XXY!, 
-
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2. 1Whenj therefore Christ, in accordance with Hie h'llllal1ity, was most 
perfeetly like God in grace and divine gifh, B:e also in glo17 
holds the aost excelling likeness; since of Hia fulneas have we 
all received, whatever now we are in grace, and shall be hereafter 
in glory. Jor B:e Hillself without oeBBation, by the operation of 
the J'ther, was urged from unity to all rlrtues, and to the needs, 
bodilt as well as spiritual, of all men; and again from desire 
and love's impatience, fiowed back again within. ll'enrtheless by 
reason of the Jather 1a operation He was unable to repose in unity; 
• • • • !l'he ltipm of the Lovers of God, cap. xxvi. 
3. 1 We should also hono'lll' and adore O'lll' dear Lord, .T e8'1ls Christ, God 
and Han in a single Person; for His humanity, which is one with 
us, God Kille elf has honoured, blessed, tr81!.sported, exalted, and 
unite4 to Hillself above all that He has created. :By this sublime 
union ,nth God, the :Body and Soul of Christ are fillsd full, yea, 
are fUllness ihelf of all grace and of all gifte; •.•• So indeed 
God tl!e :rather honO'IIl'e his Son. 1 The Seven Steps of the Ladder 
of Sp~rihal Lon, pp. 30-31. 
4. 1.1nd ~o, that the Jl'aae of Christ mq be exalted and glorified in 
us, we should follow Him up the mountain of our intelligence, even 
1. 
2. 
!he Son of God, the Father pourillg forth 
llis grace to draw ue toward the Unity 
Which h our naUn Origin at once1 
In Ume and beyond H, a Wa;yless Wa;y, 
Abon all reason; one beiDl;, one life 
Oll.e blessedness with God in Love 1 s embrace. 2 
as Peter, James, and John followed ll1m on h moun\ !habor. 
!habor means in our tongue an increase of light.. ~e Spark-
lilltj !Stone, oap. ni. 
1
.And 'herefore, if we ever remain·'with Jesus on moun\ !habor, 
that is, upon the 110un\aia o:f our bare thought, we should con-
\i~ly experience a growth of new light and new truth; tor we 
should eTer hear the TOice o:f the Father, who touches ue, pour-
ing :forlh vUh grace, and drawiDl; us inward into the unHy. • 
~· 
1 
.And 1110 soon as we are uplifted through the Son into our Origin, 
we heil.r the Voice o:f the Father, which draws us inward and en-
lightens us v1 th eternal truth. • • • .And all thiDl;B are :f'al-
:f'1lled and all thiDl;B are made new; :for when we are baptized 
into the vide embrace o:f the Love of God, the Joy o:f each one of 
us becomes so great and so special that he can neither th1Dk nor 
care for the Joy o:f anyone else; :for then each one is himself a 
l'ru1tlon of Lon, and he cannot and dare not seek :for any thing 
beyo~ his OliJl. 1 Id811, 
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o. m J'tllTC!IO!r OF THE HOLY GHOS!I! 
.A.S RE'fDLED II' Tim lfB.IT mGS OF RllTSllROIOX 
God pel'lleates thie 1miverse of oural 
From firat to last, aa the Unc.bJmgiDg One 
Whose attribute h rest, the Godhead One. 
ht as the Peraona of the Trini t;r 
B;y fecund nature are One God at work 
So in simple eseence the;y are at reat,l 
!l!he Hol;y Ghost conceived the Son2 and so 
Conceives in us the inward life md wakes 
!'he slumbering eo'Ul, !'he Hol;r Ghoet then writea, 
A movillg Finger movillg on3 and wrde 
Cannot describe the ocean of content, 
, !l!he burnillg brilliance of the Slm Divine, 
4 !'he boudl.eaa 11quef;y1ng Fire of Love, 
1. iritual Love, p. 58. 
_!., eppra, chaP. iv, section A, note 3, p. • 
2, 1Moreever we mq thsJik and praise our Lord Jel'llB Christ for the 
worthiness of lar;y, His dear Mother; whom He chose as euch from 
the whole world, and of 'lllhom He deigned to be conceived b;y the 
Hol;r Ghost, to be carried and to be born of her, ••• • !'hs 
Seven Steps of the Ladder of Spiritual Love, p. 35. -
3. •He H'rJiaelf ie the J'illger ot God, Who founded heaven, earth, 
and alfl creaturee acoordi~~g to their nature, 1 !l!he Xi!l4!dODI of 
the L4vera of God, p. 180. 
4. •Moreqver, He ia a most vast ocean wherefrom all good things 
have !owed •••• He ia a burni11g and brilliant Slm Divine, 
• • • He again 1a a bo1U1dlees Fire, wherein all introverted 
spiri a are transformed and 1ll1llllined in grace and glor;y, lique-
fied in the fur:aace of divine unit;y like unto gold, each enjo;y-
ing and taeting God 1n accordance with their condition and 
dignU;y, • • • I Item, 
-
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Whioh is the BolT Ghost co-e:d.stent 
With the Father end the Son and sharin& 
In Jlternal work, One unbegotten 
J:or 'begetting but pouring forth from God 
!he J'ather and the Son as their own breath, 
lie movea the SCIIll to seek Him aeekin& it,l 
!l.'hia Vitality Dirtne stirs the sou, 
An energetic love to penetrate 
' !he heart of man. 2 Sabellius coud 1ieach--3 
:But Jbq'abroeck learned his truth from life itself. 
!he rich experiences of his soul 
Caued him to see the Godhead's unity: 
J4mit the paradox of rest and work, 
l, •ADa the J'ather and the Son breathe forth one Spirit, Who is 
their common 'Ifill or Len, And this Spirit begets DOt, DOr 1B 
lie bef.tten; but IIIUBt eternally pour forth from beth the lather 
and t e Son, JD4 these three Persona are one God and one Spirit, 
And all the attribute& with the worka which flow forth from them 
are .common to all the Persona, for !hey work b:r rtrtue of !rheir 
Onefold Jrature.• !he Adornaent of the Spiritllal Marriage, 
lib, ii, cap. xxxrti, 
2. 1!he llol7 Spirit is the source of the Dirtne rttality immanent 
in the universe, It 11 an outfiowing torrent of Good which 
strea11s thro'llgh all heaTBnl.J' spirits; it iB a naae of J'ire that 
conSUIIes all in the One; it is also the spark of transcendence 
latan~ in man's soul, !he Spirit is the personal, (hoace the 
imperEjonal, aide of that energetic LoTS which enfolds and pene-
tratelli all life; ••• 1 Underhill, Ry.yabroeck, pp. 62-63, 
3. 1Sabelliania: A theory of the Godhead Dallied after 1h first 
adTOca!te, Sabellius, a third-centur:r churchman, who affirmed 
that t~ere is but one divine essence which became operative in 
three t.-porally successive manifestations: as Creator and Law-
giver in the J'ather, as Redeemer in the Son, and as Life-Giver 
1n the Hol.J' Ghost, • Francia Gerald Ensley, Art, •sabellianism• 
in ~le§4dia of Religion (J:ew York: !he Philosophical 
Libr , 1 5). 
' 
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.Adore ~he Persona of the Trinit;1l 
.b4 in ~he inward gladness of his sou12 
To know ~he a~~ributes and works were ane.J 
1. ~., ~ Seven Steps of the La.dder of Spiritual Love, pp. 30-31. 
2. 1And ~hence springs a particular inward gladness of ~he spirit, 
and a ,high trust in God, and ~his inward gladness envelope and 
drenclies all ~he powers of the soul and the moat inward part of 
the sPirit.• !he Adornment of the $piritual Marriage, lib. ii, 
cap. Xla'Vii. 
! 
6J 
1. 
D. !!.'HE DOCTRIRE OF Mm 
AS llllVEALED Il!l m WRITmGS OF RUYSEROECX 
Man, who has fallen into sin, is led 
. 1 
I :87 the pUy and ruth o:t God to lite: 
A. lite adorned wUh grace, that man might serve 
Obedieatly 1D ~aeratioa,2 
Hoaoring the Creator's l!lame, &ad thus, 
!'he iaward man repqs the Love of God, 
While evil mea C&Dnot receive the gift.3 
il'or mea who li~ in mortal sin,4 or hold 
Some error 1D their creed, 5 or vaunt their faith, 6 
1 Secotf!'• when he saqs "Hath led1 that h "Led back, 1 he eigni-
:ties t e :tall u4 waadering, or going astrq e:t man, aad the 
sympatJ!T, pity and ruth of God, in that lle restores man from his 
:tall iato orig1Dal Bia, and leads him back from his wandering to 
the waq, and from death to lite. • '!'he Ii!lgdom o:t the Lovers o:t 
~. 1~e SubJect o:t the Coatents,• 
1rurthermore God created human nature and adorned it with grace, 
that i. might occupy that place, and might gain hulllility, obedi-
ence, 8ervice, praiae, love, and veneration, which wicked spirits 
have lqst by the contrary vices. 1 ~. cap. i, 
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3. "!'here are 1i:z: ld.nda of mea who do not accomodate themselves 
accord~Dg to their powers, as natural dsceii.Cy demands, to the 
perception o:t thote 111l;pern&tural and divine gi:th. 1 Ibid .. oap. vii. 
-
4. 
6. 
1!'here are men o:t the first k1nd who live in opea mortal sin, and 
having forsaken God, turn themselves to the plean.re• and delights 
o:t the bo~, • • • 1 ~· 
1The ••~oDd ld.Dd are faithless or dishonest per1ons who hold and 
purtn18 llome error against the twelve artiolts o:t the A.po1tles 1 
Creed •
1 
• • 
1 Ibid., cap. viii. 
•or the third ld.Dd there are false men Bll.d hypocrites who do good 
works .,_.ply tor temporal gain. 1 Ibid. , cap. U:, 
! -
Poeseseing earth and seeking heaven,l or waste 
!heir libert,-2 offending God w1 th pride,3 
. Cazmot 'be saved except that there appear 
1 Yi thin their hearh a touch of Light Divine. 4 
I 
!hue aware of man1e own imperfections, 
RuTsllroeck strhes to actualize the truth: 
•!hat 118J11 aware of God within hie life, 
•Can aerge iD nothingu.ess; and walk a path 
.!hat 11 no ~; stand Daked, clothed in light; 
Discover in himself, the unwalled worl4.5 
Once awakened, 11&11 leads an actiYe life, 
Until prepared b7 faith to contemplate; 
Not passive thought; but action merged with love, 
!o find ~ernal Rest in ceaseless work.6 
6; 
1. 10f th' fourth kind are perverse men, eratt7 and &Tilly cautious 
or wrongly clever, who strive to possess earth and merit heaven.• 
Ibid., 1cap. x. 
2. 
; 
1 0! the fifth kind are slaves or men of a servile condition, • 
devoid, of l1'bert7, 'base and unworth7 of diTine grace.~ Ibid., 
cap. xi. -
• • 
3. 10! th• sixth kind there are the naturall7 pro'llod, • • • frequentl7 
refined. in life and outward manners, in natural contemplation loft7 
and ea•7• and BYer devoted to their own will. 1 Ibid., cap. xH. 
. -
4. 1When JI!IUl first feeh UJ?On his soul the touch of the DiYine Light, 
at one•, and in a moment of time, his will is changed; turned in 
the direction of Realit7 and aw&T from unreal objecte of desire.• 
Underh~ll, Rgrsbroeck, p. 79. 
;. .Q!., ~e !welve :Beguines, cap. viii. Supra, chap. 2, P·l6 , note 4. 
6. •Man 1B not here invited to leave the active life for the contempla.-
tive, ~t to llake the active life perfect within the contemplative; 
:Before hie awakening, man lived 1n sin, 
Sin of the fiellh; 1 but the soul 1 a great warfare 
l!reaka forth at his rebirth. 2 A mortal foe 
I Ia :Brother A88, 11he bo~, both delpbed 
.And feared, ;ret loved and. prized, an instruaent 
In Qodls serrlce.3 The h'WDall side of man 
I1 cased in ClaT, the spirit aeeke ita God; 
:rillds 1mion, drawing 111 and fiowing forth, 
C&1'1'7ing v;p these apparent opposites to a point at which the;r 
beoome one. I1l il one of ~sbroeek1 a character1aUce that he, 
aa few others, followed IIITBticiam out to thh, ita last stage; 
where it 1alnl8a in a balanced, divine-h1llllal1 life. • Underhill, 
~sbreeek, pp. 69-70. 
1. •You know that God made man of two natures, boaT and aoul, or 
fiallh and spirit: and these two ID8ke v;p one person in the 
kwaa!1 ~ture, concai'Y&d and born in Bin. .And althollgh God 
made the ao1Jl. para aD4 1mapotted, yet it h stained with orig-. 
1nal ain by its union with the bo~. Therefore we are all 
born ill a in froa our ao ther 1 a womb. 1 The SeT811 St epa o:t the 
Ladder of S,iritv.l Love, pp. 20-21. 
2. 1.A.nd t~o'll&h 11he spirit loves the fiellh acoordiDg to ita Da.tural 
generation, 1'8t when we are born again of the Spirit of God, 
spirit and fieah are at odds and strive together; the fiellh in-
deed dea1r1ng thing& contrary to God and to the spirit, and the 
spirit together with God desiring things contrary to the fieah. 1 
Ibid., p. 21. 
3. 1There:tore we should hate and despise our bod;r aa our mortal 
ene111,7, .who would lead us awa7 from God into sin; 7et we should 
love and prise this bodT and our life of eenae as being an in-
stl"'OIIent for the aarrlea of God. 1 Idam. 
-
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~er ~ified, eyer separate.1 
Created capable of Love and drawn 
. 17 Love, 2 consued and fed by Love,3 and called 
I !o merge 1nh the Unity of God, 
----
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1. 1 !rhe iron doth DOt become fire nor the fire iron; but each retain-
eth 1~• subetanoe and ita nature. So likevhe the spirit of man 
doth not 'become God, but 1e God-fol'llled, and lmoveth iteelf breadth 
and leng\h and height and depth. 1 The !weln llecuinea, cap. :dv. 
1Yet the creature does not become God, for the =ion takes place 
1n God thro'll8h grace and O'lll' homeward-tuning love: and therefore 
the c~eature 1n its inward contemplation feels a distinction and 
an otherness 'lletveen itself alld God, 1 !l!he :Book of Su;ereme !ruth, 
cap. ~1. 
2. 1It is, Love which breaks down the barrier between finite and in-
finite life. :But LoTe, as he understands it, hea little in com-
mon vilih the feelillg'-atate to which ~ of the female JI1'St1cs 
have giyen that avgust Daile. J'or him it 11 hardl.7 an emotional 
word at all, and never a sentimental one; rather the title of a 
mighty. force, a holy energy that fills the ~iverae-the essen-
tial actinty of God. 1 Underhill, lhqabroeok, pp. 72-73. 
3. 1 It is the nature of love ever to give and to tat., to love and 
be lov,d, and these two things meet 1n whomsoever loves. !l.'hua 
the love of OhriBt h 'both avid and generoUB • • • as lie devours 
us, so Re vo'lll.d feed ua. If lie absorbs Ull u.tterly into Himself', 
1n return lie giTes us Ria very self again. • !he Mirror of' 
Ete;na\ Salvation, cap, vii, 
1. 
2. 
3. 
I. !Lm COJTCm'T OF THE CBURCll: 
J.S Im'titiD Ilf !Lm WRITilfGS 0'1 :rmYSllltO»CX 
1 After each awakening the Spirit works 
lunreeting, fioving forth and drawing in 
The eo1ll of ~~an. Peaks of contemplation 
Look don 'IJl)On the Holy Mother Church, 
,And from the eo1ll' e ab78s, blind e;ves look up 
!o Holy Church, and on the Wqlesa Wq 
She etanda, lloth giving and receiving 11fe,1 
Obedience to her commanda2 reveals 
JtaaUity, !L'he award. life IIIUBt die 
Without obedience,3 :tindhg ita light 
In faith and concord with the :&:oly Church, 4 
llllow at this time, I oannot set forth m:r meaning more clearly. 
In all ·that I 1DI4eratan4, or feel or have written, I trUbmit 
myself to the ~nt of the saute and o:t Holy Ohurch; for I 
viah t1 liTe and to die as a servant rtf Ohriet, m the Ohriatian 
faith; !and I desire to be by the grace of God, a 11:te-g1TiDg 
member o:t Holy Churoh, 1 The l!ook o:t Supreme !rltth, cap, xiv. 
• •••• they imagine themselves to be set above the law and 
above the oo-andments o:t God and Holy Church.• Ibid,, cap iT. 
1J'rom this ~Uity there springs obedience, :tor none can be 
invardlt obedient aave the hllllble IIIU, 
10be41eli.Ce means an WI&IBWIIiDg, trUbmissive, and pliable humour, 
aad a will in readiness for all that is good. Obedience makes 
a IIBil 111ibait to tl!.e bidding~~, the forbidding&, and the will o:t 
God; it 
1 
sUbjects the senaes and the anillal powers to the higher 
reason, 1eo that a man JlaT live decently aad reasonably. ADd 1t 
makes •n 11iba1Bain and obedient to Holy Church, to the ea.cra-
menh, ~· the prelat81 and their teaching, to their ccoAimand•enh 
and the~r couneell, and to all the good euato•• practised by 
:&:oly Chr1ateD4om. 1 The Adormment of the Spiritual Marriage, 
lib. i, , cap. xiii. 
4. 1 •• • ,and &Tar keeping harmoicy" and concord with the lloly Church, 
• •• • !Phe ~lve l!eguinea, cap, xiv. 
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!hat those who aerTe the Holy Church can fail 
PurBUlDg error and forsaking truth 
Ia 8Yident,1 auch .. n engrossed in pride; 
! Practici:Dg the liOral Yirtuea, pity 
And compassion will burn in fires of' hell,2 
, !o believers all thi:Dge are possible, 
,And valkil:lg in the wa;rs of' Holy Church, 
O'beyi:Dg God, and f'lyi:Dg from all sin, 
ObseZOTi:Dg f'ash and holy da;rs, one finds 
• life of' works, and over this the Church 
las rule s"Upn ... 3 llevare of idleness 
1. !he worldly condition of the Church is considered e:rtenaively 
in lll.Uwm, llefol'llers :Before the :Reformation (lklinburgh: !L', & 
!L'. Cl~k. 1855). pp. 49-54. 
2. 1!L'he second kind are faithless or dishonest persona who hold 
and purau some error against the twelve articles of' the 
J;postles 1 Creed, or against the Seven Sacraments of' the Church, 
or who ' differ in some respect from the Catholic Church, or hold 
an opinion contrar,y to it, or maintain it pulllicly or privately: 
if that dete:nlline to persist thus tenecioualy, and ao die in it, 
even tho'llt;h endoved with all the moral Yirtllea, and engaged in 
all acta ef pity and compassion, and are esteemed for as great 
a cleaJ.Tae88 of intellect as any mortal who haa ever lived, nevel'-
thelesa, they are to be plunged into the flames of hell." !he 
XiJI#\!lo!! of the LOTers of' God, cap. viii. -
3. "If you would keep the commandments of God, it 11 necessary that 
you believe and trust in God and purge your conscience of all 
sin accprdi:Dg to the Christian law and the ordi!Wlce of' Holy 
Church, You lrll8t in all «COd will obey God and your sll;Periors, 
complyiDg with the usage and good practice of Holy Church, aocol'-
ding to your powers and right discretion in accordance with the 
or4inar1 wa;ra and conduct of good men and custom of' the land in 
which 7l>U dwell, Learn the ten commandments and live by them. 
Sh'tlll ~ f'ly from the seven deadly sine, lest of'fendi:Dg God, you 
merit th& pains of hell. ObseZOTe the fasts and holy da;rs and be 
obedient and r~ in all good things within your power. 1 !L'he 
Sevan S'eps of the Ladder of Spiritual Love, pp, 41-42. -
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.bd perversit7 of nature,1 the churoh 
Ezacts obedience and industr,r 
lnlighteni.ng the lqatic Wrq to truth, 
I 
.bd thro1lgb. this Rol7 Church whom he obe7ed 
I 
.!he :Blessed John asked faithful ones to prrq 
:His beginning and wretched middJ.e course 
Might find a blessed end in Jesus Ohrist.2 
1, 8.bd therefore, as I told 7011 heretofore, 70U should beware of 
those aelf-deceived men who, b7 means of their idle vacanc7, and 
with their bare and aillple gaze have found the Divine Eesence 
within, themselves 1n a •erel.y' natural wrq; and who pretend to be 
one with God without the grace of God and without e:nrcise of 
Tirtuei and without obedience to God and to Rol7 Church, 1 ~ 
:Book of Supreme Truth, oap, :dv. 
2, 1Prq for hilll who has composed and written thia, that God 111&7 
have ••rc7 upon hill, !hat his poor beginning, and his and our 
wretched lliddJ.e course, 111&7 be brought to a blessed end, this 
mq Jeilus Christ, the Son of the living God, bestow upon 118 
all, Amen. • '!he :Book of Su;preme Truth, oap, :rlv. 
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CJW>!D JIY.I 
~CJ:IS IDLUDCJII lJPOJI G:ROO'fJl AJID TJ.lliillR 
A. !Bil BlCJ:G:ROUBD AID LID OJ CDll!BAJlllT G:aOOD 
!hrie ;rears before the 't'8J.e of Groenendael 
~·lded in ita solitude the priest 
Of St. Gudule, northward from that ftlle7 
su-. hundred miles, a burgomeiaterta eon 
Was born, to bear the - of Gerhardt Groote.1 
A aind too powerful to hold was thrust 
Into a feeble frame that burned in sea1,2 
1. !he birth' of Gerhardt Greote h related in time to the founding of 
the 110n&a~er;r at Qroenendael to establish a continui t7 with the 
preceding' chaptera. He waa born in a houae on the llrbk in Deventer 
some hundfed aUes north of Groeuendael, probabl7 in October, the 
onl7 eon of Werner Oroote and hie wife HelWig. RiB father was 
Sheriff &lld llurgoaeiater of the town which was at that time a town 
of condderable importance. ,Q!., tlllmnn, op. cit., II, 61. 
In the German edition of !he J!itation of Qhrist, there is a life 
of Gerharclt Qroote which state a that Gerhardt was the heir or legi- · 
timate aoa of Werner Groote. •:r. Oktober dee Jahres 1)40 wurde ihm, 
nach ein• unehelichen nnde, eb Jrbaohn geboren und auf .. n lraaen 
Gerrit (Gerhard) getauft.• Gerrit Grote, Die Jlachfole;e ChriaU 
(JreiburCI otto Walter, 1947) p. 11. 
,Q! •• a lteiiQiil, nta Gerardi, vii, i. 
2. •Jeeble in bocl7, but endowed With excellent powers of lllind, he waa 
destined fjr a cereer of atud;y.• Ullmann, Ibid, II, 61. 
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Three Umee had Leo r&Dged the eley in heat 
Of eumer, since the .Angel Death had walked 
Yith John in Groenendael, when once again 
!he IQ'&tie three wae prond, and Gerhardt died.l 
Jut bound within the lbtih of these 7eare, 
Leaping the confines of his feeble flesh, 
. 2 
!his .an unleashed devotion on hie world. 
Yet a little while, he walked the path 
Marked b,r the world for recognition eweet.3 
!he lore of science and theol0£7 
Was hie, as in hie eighteenth 7ear of age 
He wore a .aeter'a gown and heard applause 
4 As first he ahared the product of his aind. 
1, !he chronolog tabulated reada thus: 
October, 1)40, the birth of Groote. 
Kaater week, 1343, the settlement of Groenendael. 
December 2, 1351, the death of RuTabroecll:. 
Augaat 20, 1384, the death of Groote. 
2, 1!he devotioa of Jl'O;Jabroecll:. freed from the element of dubiona 
speculation. was repreaented b,r the Brethren of the Common Life.• 
He1117 c. Sheldon. Hietorz of the Qbriltian Church (!lew York: 
!ho.ae Y. Crowell and Co. • 1894. 5 vola,), II, 468. 
3, 1Affluntl7 furnilhed with the gifta of fortune, it appeared that he 
would trawl the usual path of worldl7 minded clergmen. 1 tJll.ann, 
op. ·Cit. • P• 62. 
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4, 1After obtaining the degree of master in l:t.ie eighteenth 7ear, Gerhard 
in compliance with the wish of hia father. returned home. furuiahed 
with all the knowledge of theolocr and the canon law which his age 
poaaeaaed. and likewiae not awrae to the acience and practice of 
lll&gic. Actuated b7 acientific seal• howewr, he ahortl7 a:tter re-
paired to Cologne. where he further proaecuted hie atudiea. and made 
hie first appearance aa profeaeor with applause.• Idem. 
From Paris ~o Cologne he journeyed far 
In search of wisdom, Then, returning hoM, 
Susceptible to worldly vani~y. 
~ power of devotion &lumbered deep 
Within his breast; unheeded, but still seen: 
Ae once he watched a public game, and one 
Bad eaid, 1You auet become another aan.•1 
A simple word; but not without effect, 
The heart of life contain• the germ of dliath; 
.And from the door through which he did not paaa,2 
A friend. kept watch aa eickneae ran its couree. 
~ learned pious prior did not fail 
!l!o show concern with earnestness, and epolte 
Of vani~y and death'• etern1~y:3 
!l!o find. reeponse; and as hie body healed 
7:3 
1, •!he first incident transpired a~ a public game at Illn, A a~ranger, 
apparently one of the unremed 'Friend.a of God, t etood by Groote'• 
Bide and aaid eoftly: ·~ e~andeat ~hou heref-thou oughteat to be-
co .. another man.•• DoD&ld Freeman, 1Bdncation and the Reformation• 
( !ypeacript cow, 1957), P• 21. !rhil p)li'ase •another aan1 1s ueed 
twice by !rhomae a Xeapla in hla brief Vita Gerardi, 
2, •rue conyereion, which took place in 1:3?4, appears to haye been due 
partly to the effects o:t a dangerous lllneaa and partly to the influ.-
ence of Jren17 de calcar, the learned and pioue prior of the C&rthuaian 
monaateey at Mtumikaben near Arnhem, who had remonstrated with him 
on the vanity of his life.• Edward Cu~hbert Butler, art. "Groot, 
Oerbara• lilnClclopedia :Britannica (Jrew York: Encyclopedia :Britannica 
Co., 1910, 11th ed.), XII, 614, 
:3. 1 In an interrtew they had at Utrech~. l'reJ117 took the opportunity of 
adlloniehlng him with deep earneatneea, on the vanity of earthly.thiilgs, 
and on death, eternity, and the chief good. 1 Ullmann, op. cit., II, 6:3, 
Gerhardt'• will was Hrged With God'a in faith 
!fo learn the wa;r of truth that he llight teach 
!he truth to those that he would learn to love.l 
In the monastery's cold seclusioa2 
BiB spirit warmed. !hue in coatemplation 
He found the l(fstic W&T that JiuTSbroeck walked, 
Embodied in Jternal Wort' for God. 
:rorth he want, refuaing ordination 
Aa a prieet,4 accepting deacon'• ordera 
Onl;r that he might instruct in public. 
Ria aarneatneea of spirit won him love; 
:ror neither Pll7 nor dut;r could command 
!he deep concern of him who aealed hie worda 
1. 1 Ria object was firet to learn for himaelf what he was aftarvarda to 
teach to othera. a Xampia, op. cit., Yi, i. 
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2. •In order to concentrate the powsra of hie Iliad., he retired into the 
Carthuaian monastery at Monchhu;raen in Gelders, and there spent· three 
;reara in aerioua self-reflection, the stud;y of llol;r Scriptures, and 
the moat rigorous penitential exerches. Dresaing himself in a long 
coarae garment of hair cloth, totall;r abstaining from the use of 
flesh and other lawful things, and passing a considerable portion of 
his ni«}lts in watching and pra;rer, he force4 hh feeble bod;r into 
complete eubaerYience to hie spirit.• mlmal1l1, op. cit., II, 6;,. 
;,. Supra. P• 65, n. 6. 
4. 1 So high was his idea of tb.e priesthood and of its immense reeponei-
bilit;r, that he used to aa;r, 'I would not, for all the gold of Arabia, 
undertake the care of souls even for a single night.' Hence he would 
onl;r consent to be Ol'dained a deacon--an office which conferred on 
him the right of p11blicl;r 1netruct1ng the people. • m.J.mann, op. cit., 
II, pp. 6;,-64. 
:BT every acUon of hie life in Chrht. 1 
Such deep concern, aad the reeponse it drew 
Jrom those who heard, provoked a bitterness 
In those, who given charge to care for souls, 
Themselves corrupt in lin, revealed no 11ght-
The7 could not stand beside the light of Groote. 2 
1. 1B'ere was a preacher who spoke, not becauae it was hie profenional 
dut7, nor for the sake of the ptq, but freel7 aad gratu1toual7, and 
becanse impelled b7 the zeal of love, in whom it was impossible not 
to mark deep concern aad intense seriousness, and who sealed 'b7 the 
actions of his.life the sentiments taught him b7 hie own experience.• 
Ullmann, Ibid., pp, 611-65. 
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1Jle fehlte drauaeen in der Welt aa Aposteln der Laien, aa l!usserweclt-
ern fir nsrus und Volk:. Mlnche und Geiatlichkeit beaassen keine 
missionerhche Xraft mehr: 'Da es hierzulande,' schreibt der nieder-
deutsche :Biograph, •aa guten Predigern, die so lebten wie aie lehrten, 
gross gebrach, wurde ihm gerahn, daea er • • • unserem Berrn nicht · 
allein seina Seale, eondern viele Seelem eollte gewinnen.•• Groote, 
Die Iachfolge Christi, PP• 16-17~ 
2, "The impartialit7 of his censures, which he directed not onl7 ageinst 
the preVailing sins of the la1t7, but also against heres7, · simo117, 
avarice, and impurU7 among the secular ~d regular elerg, provoked 
the hoatilit7 of the clergr, and accuaationa of heterodozy were 
brought against hia. 1 :Butler, loc •• cit. 
ll. GllOOTE1 S VISIT TO GROENDD.AJIL 
.AliD THE J'OtmDING OF TH1 
:BX&!PHliEN OJ' THE OOMMOll LIFE 
Under the :Bishop o~ Utrecht,1 Gerhardt 
Bad preached in moral purity and ~aith; 
:But charges brought suspension, and despite 
A public protestat1on, 2·he was bamned 
J'rom preaching in the towns. He recognised 
The power of the Church, obeying it 
In every aspect of its law.3 And thu8 
An obstacle was placed before the man 
:But in a quiet apl:iel'e of work he fo'UDd 
A more congenial home.4 Some :rears before 
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1. 1Although entertaining a sincere respect for the Spiritual pro~ession 
and its better members, he attacked with the most unsparing severity 
the cor~t aanners o~ the clergy, especially o~ such as led unchaste 
lives; in conaeqaence of which, many enemies rose against him, and 
in spite of hie own modest protest, and the zealous intercession of a 
friend and admirer with the :Bishop of Utrecht, prevailed upon that 
otherwise well-disposed prelate, to withdrew !rom Gerhard his general 
license to preach.• Ullmann, op. cit., II, 66. 
0~ •• a Xempis, oP. cit,, rviii, i. 
2. • It was in vain that Groot emitted a Publica Protestatio, in which he 
declared that Jesus Christ was the great subject of hie discourses, 
that in all o! them he believed himself to be in harao!JT with the 
Catholic doctrine, and that he willingly subjected them to the candid 
judgment o! the Boman Church. 1 :Butler, loc. cit. 
3. 1They are our superiors, we will do what is right, and obey their com-
mands.• a Eempia, op. cit., ix, i. 
4. •:eut as in general the apparen• obstacles to good serve only to promote 
it, so in the present case, the restraint put upon Gerhard, only direc-
ted his activity into the proper channel, in which it was productive of 
far more important consequences. He now confined himself to a quiet 
and circumscribed, but more secure sphere of labour, in which his mind 
found a more congenial home.• Ullmann, op. cit., II, 66-67. 
Swayed b,v some writings of the Blessed Johnl 
Be journeTSd south to visit Groenendael. 2 
And there he found the Blessed John whose works 
He knew.3 Surprised by the simplicity 
Of monaater,r life in the green vale 
Gerhardt in reverence conversed with John, 4 
Received from him assurance of the truth 
He taught,5 And John's release from willfullness 
So pressed upon his heart he later wrote, 
He never loved ortonored ~man 
1. 1Alius equidem non minus famosus ma.gnae devotionis magister quidam, 
nomine Gerardus Magni (alias Groot vulgari cognomina) ( 2), fons et 
origo modernae devotionis in Bassa Almania inter canonicos regulares, 
cum de dicta prioris opinions laudabili doctrinaque mirabili comper-
isset, nisua est eum psrsonaliter cum magno desiderio visitare, ut 
vel secum oreteilllB confereno de suae opinionis tam longe effusa re-
dolentia affectatum haberet experientiam." Pomerius, Vita, cap. viii, 
in Analecta !ollandianna, pp. 288-289. -
2. The visit cannot be exactly dated, some source placing it in 1381 
others as early as 1378. !utler cites the first date with a paren-
thetical, perhaps earlier, while Ullmann uses 1378. Qnite probably 
more than one visit was involved, hence the confusion. 
3. 1 • , , in the TSar 1378, he visited the monastery of Grftnthal, in 
order to become acquainted personally with one whom he had long known 
by his writings, the far-famed mystic, ~sbroek." Ullmann, oP. cit., 
II, 67. 
4. n ••• Gerhard tarried for several days with the kind and much exper-
ienced old man, conversed with him on passages of Scripture and other 
subjects connected with the inward life, and received deep impressions 
both from his discourse and personal qualities, as well as from all 
around him. • .!!!!• 
5. SsPra, p, 48, note 2, 
So warmly as the blessed prior John.1 
And not alone the man; but all his WSTB 
In executing menial tasks, 2 or called 
!l'o share authority with all who worked 
Within the rule of Jngustine.3 Ria life 
.Affirms the deep impress of Groenelliael. 4 
!l'he :Brethren of the Common Life were born 
Of Groote 1a desire to imitate the man 
Who shaped the goals of brotherhood for hill. 
His first pursuit, the coP,Ying of books 
1J'aed young aen destined for the Church and served 
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1. •He wrote afterwards to the brethren in Grhthal that he never loved 
or honoured any 110rtal so warmly as their prior, and that he was will-
ing to serve him for a footstool both in the present life and in that 
which is to come.• Ullmann, op. cit., II, 68. 
2. Supr&, p. 48, note 3. 
3. !be Carthuaian-trained Groote was deeply impreased with the rule of 
the Jngustinian Canons. Supr!, p. 45, notes 2 and 3. 
"Auf J.nraten seines ll'reundee, des groesen MTstikera -ebroek, den er 
oft beaucht hatte, bestimmte er die A~tinerregel. 1 Gerrit Grote, 
op. cit., p. 23. 
4. 1!l'he connection between the two is self-evident, and has been exprenly 
affirmed by !l'homas a l'empia. He relates that, impressed by the edify-
ing and simple life of ~sbroek and his brethren, Gerhard thenceforth 
felt himself determined to form an institution of a similar kind.• 
Ullmann, op. cit., II, 68. 
Of., a Xempis, Vita Gerardi, xv, iii. 
1 J. threefold end! to lllllltiply the books, 
Give work, and shape the minds of youth, !'hue grew 
Fellowship without institution 
Until a young disciPle dreamed a dream 
Of UTillg in a common house and dared 
!o bait the Master with a common fund, 2 
!o cultivate a common piety 
The Bouse aub,1eoted Brethren to a rule 
Obedience to which was unconstrained 
Observed thro'Ugh freedom of the will alone,3 
1, •Hence, he had lo~~g before employed young men, under his oversight, 
as cowista, thereby accomplishing the threefold end of IIUl.tiplying 
these good theological works: giving profitable eJIPlo;y:ment to the 
youths, and ebtainiDg an opportunity of influenciDg their miads. • 
Ullmann, op. cit,, II, 69. 
£!., a Eempis, op. cit., ix, ii. 
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2. 1!'he immediate impulse from without to the institution of fellowship, 
was as follows! The young Florentius, whom we have already mentioned, 
then Ticar at Deventer, one day said to Gerhard, 1Dear ~~aster, what 
harm would it do were I and these clerks, who are here copyi~~g, to put 
our weekly earnings into a common fund and live together? 1-- 1Live to-
gether! 1 replied Gerhard, 1the mendicant 110nb would never permit it: 
they would 4o their worst to prevent us. '--'But what, 1 said J'lore:n-
t1us, 1 is to prevent ue lllllking the trial? Perhaps God would g1 ve ue 
success. '--'Well, then, 1 l&id Gerhard, 'in God'• name co11111ence, I will 
be your advocate, and faithfully defend you against all who rise up 
against you. 1 In thh manner they formed themselves into a private 
society: and aa their manner of living in colllllun1ty waa imitated, they 
grew at length into an extensive confederation.• Ullmann, op. cit., 
II, 70. 
3. •combined for the cultivation of genuine piety, they procured for them-
selves the means of a staple livelihood, • , , lrom this source, and 
from donations and legacies made to them, arose the Brother-Houses, in 
each of which a certain number of members lived together, , • , Their 
whole rule was to be observed not from constraint, but from the sole 
motive of good-will constantly renewed, and all obedience, even the 
Under Gerhardt Is gu1d.ance,1 the :Brethren gaTe 
Gratuitously of their knowledge deep 
Kektng the arh attaiDS.ble to all 
~oth rich and poor, and added lite 
To form as education breathed anew 
The pure~ nobler spirit of the age,2 
Po1sessing knowledge in the healing art 
He journeyed to the town where he was born 
And there himself was stricken with the plague) 
!hue limited by Clod, beyond which point 
He could not pass;4 the Kaster Gerhardt Groote 
most lll:lconditional, was to be paid freely and attect1oDS.tely, and 
tor Clod 1s sake. 1 Ullu.nn, o;p, cit., II, 7o-71. 
1, 1 !!!he initiation of this movement wae the great achievement of Groot's 
lite; he liTed to preeide oTer the birth and first dqs of his other 
creation, the Society ot Brothers of Common Lite.• Bntler, loc, cit, 
2. 1 The Brethren of the Common Lot, on the contrary, not merely gave in-
struction gratuitously, and thereby rendered the arts of reading and 
writing attaiDS.ble by all, both rich and poor, and not merely promo-
ted in every way the progress of the more indigent claBB of students; 
but what vas of moat consequence, they imbued education with quite a 
new lite and a purer and nobler spirit.• Ullaann, o;p, cit., II, 72, 
3, 1 !1!.b.e plague which at the time vas ragiDg in Dennter, attacked one of 
his friends, Gerhard, who possessed some experience in the medical 
art, hastened intrepidl;r to his help; and was himself emit ten. • 
Ullmann, o;p, cit., II, 77. 
It is interesting to note the comparable cycles in the lite ot Groote 
and Luther in so tar as birth and death are concerned. Each died in 
the village where he vas born and each was eabark:ed upon an errand 
ot mercy, 
4. a Xempis, Vita Gerardi, xvi, i-ii, 
Completed life, and from St. Mary's Church,l 
Matriculated into BeaTen itself. 
!he m;rstio, pure and practioa.l., was born 
Jrom JuTsbroeck,2 whose spirit thus was planted 
In the !rather Houses, to live again 
In masters' minds and pupils' hearts, UD.til 
!l!he :Reformation tree should grow, 
jnd find ita roots in Groote and Blessed John.3 
1. •In this manner, Gerhard breathed his last in his native cit;,-, u;pon 
the :!Otlt. of .b«'aat 1384, and at the age of fort:r-four. He was inter-
red witll. great solemnit:r in the church of St. Mary, which had often 
rung with his living voice, and the sorrow for him was universal.• 
Ullmann, op, cit., II, 77-7S. 
2. 1Havi~~& himself receiTed the impulse from John JuTsbroek~ he trans-
planted the spirit to his favourite 4iaciple Jl.orentiua, and he in 
his turn to !l!homas a l:011pia. 1 .!!!!!• p. 79. 
3. 1 • •• that he £a l:011piaJ trained himself to an exiatiD& school 
and tradition, and that his blossoms deriTed their sap from a stock 
whose roots were JuTsbroek and Gerhard Groot. 1 Ibid, pP. 79-1!10. 
C. m R!CXGROUJD JJID LIJ'E OF JOlm TAULER 
The thirteenth eentury waned as John was bon 
1 In Strassburg. Cathedrals great had risen, 
SJmbola of the church 1 s strength and power; 
And Christian lands were ruled by Christian kings 
Whose temporal powers were second to the Pope • 
.And men of wealth would g1 ve the church their sons. 2 
:But not against his will did John embrace 
The cloister walls.3 •o trace of Eckhart 1 e thought 
!etr&Te the fact, the NTstic Meister ruled 
1. Of his birthplace there is no doubt. Most authorities give the year 
about 1300 but Carl Schmidt whose monograph Johannes i'auler von 
Strassburg, (Hamburg: Friedrich Perthes, 1341) is generally accepted 
as definitin usea the 7e~ 1290, citing as follows: 1 Im Jahre 1340 
sagt dar Laie, welcher einen so grosseD Einfluss auf Tauler ausgeil.bt 
hat, letzterer mllge funfzig Jahr alt se;vn, und !l'auler bestltigt es: 
, es mag alds be7 eein; 1 eo k:llmmt f'ilr das Geburtsjahr 1290 heraus . 
• • • -.Andre nehlllen, aber ohne Gl'1Dld, 1294 an. • p. 1, note 2. 
2. 1 '1'his at least is certain, our friar was the son of a wealth,- man; 
for he tells us hilllself that he could have lived on his patrimoey if 
he so desired. The famil7 was evidentl7 religious; i'auler joined the 
Order of Preachers and his sister became a nun in the Dominican con-
vent of St, llfikolaus in undis, in Strasbourg. 1 James M. Clark, '!'he 
Great Geraan I!Tstics (Oxford: :Basil :Blackwell, 1949), p, 36. -
3. 1He was not forced into the cloisters against his will, but had a 
genuine sense of vocation. 10nce when I ew the hol7 brethren who 
keep the rules of the Order strictl,-, I would gladl7 have done 
likewise, 1 he wrote llt&Il7 7ears later to Margareta Ebner, 1 .!2!!!!• 
Ona medieval concept of salvation consisted of following the monastic 
life, cenobitic or eremitic, as the surest W&T to heaven. Pain and 
mortification were viewed as an earthly purgator,- and, if intense 
enough, release would bring the angels who would take the soul to 
heaven where for a given length of time it would suffer no pain but 
be deprived of the beatific vision. Thus Tauler 1s willingness was 
based in the theology of the day. 
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The Tery cloiater.1 Paris and Cologne 
2 Would pour their stream of thought into his miDd 
Until !homiatic tho'U8ht shaped b7 1liature 1 s 
Kaster• and the 7athers with the Jl7Stica 
Shone through his writings and hie aermons clear) 
The Emperor and Pope were locked in strife 
And strassburg BUffered interdict for 7Bar1. 4 
1. While Clark states that Tauler was 1certainl7 hi1 pupil in the wider 
sense of knowing the master thro1J8h his writings and his teachings, 
and he was profOUDdl7 influenced b7 them, 1 (Idem) Ullmann (op. cit., 
p, 204), atatea with greater clarit7, 10f this, howeyer, we find 
no certain traces in hie writings. His mode of thinking is of quite 
a different kind from that of !ckart, being the 117st1cism, not of 
speculation, but of aentiment. It does not, with pantheistical 
boldness, suppose man directl7 identical with the DiTine Being, 
but subjects him to God and his govel'DIIent, in chilcl.-11ke and devo-
ted p1et7, 1 
2. 1Re was evidentl7 a 7outh of promiae and was sent to the atudi'lllll 
,generals at Cologne to complete his studies. 1 Clark, ~. p. 36. 
1 Seine Zeitgenossen nennen 1hn einen Meister der heiligen Schrift; 
wo und wann er aber den Titel sines Doctors der !heologie erhielt, 
iat unbekannt; weDigatens kommt eein Name wader unter den Pariser 
noch unter den C8llner Doctorer vor.• Schmidt, op. cit., pp, 2-3. 
3. 1 Indessen 1st 1hD doch die Scholastik Dicht :fremd geblieben, und wenn 
er auch ausser eeiaem grossen Ordensgenossen, dell ,Meister Thomas,• 
beinach gar keinen Scholastiker in seinen Predigten und Schri:ften 
anf~t, eo beru:ft er sich doch nicht selten aut Ariatoteles, den 
Philoaophen des Mittelalters, welchen er ,den natih-lichen Meister, 
oder den Meister von liatur 1 nennt. Die jenigen Schriftsteller, zu 
welchen er aich am meiaten hingezogen fthlte, und welchs er auch 
wohl schon eehr :frlhe BUll Gegenstande seiner Studien machte, waren 
die 117stikochen und epeculatiTSn unter den kirchlichen Autoren, 
Pseudo-Dio~aiua, die Victoriner, s. :Bernhard, von Allen aber Augus-
tin; auch die lleuplatoniker waren ibm nicht unbekannt; Proklue er-
scheint mehrllala in aeinen Predigten. 1 Ibid., p, 3 
-
4. 1 In 1324 Strassburg with other cities was placed under a papal inter-
dict. 1 ln07cloped.ia llritenn1ca, :XXVI, 452. 
Sometime, before the interdict was raised 
Inowledge passed to power in Tauler 1s life, 
!rhe ott told stor:r of a 1~1 s part-
Ot the Friend of God from the Oberland-
Cannot be true; but truth is relative, 
.bd somethi.Jig of heaven came down to earth 
To touch John Tauler 1 s lips; tor then he preached 
With power of the Holy Ghost. .Amen.1 
The Friends of God who, staunch within the church, 2 
Repented of the evils of the dq; 
Found fira support in one who preached the Word, 
To set the world ablaze with fiery tougue.3 
He urged an imitation of the Christ, 
.bd preached of poverty, as Francis did. 
IndigDant at the interdict, he urged 
The priests to serve the d;vi.Jig ones, in faith 
1. This spurious Vita or Historie is quite moving and the text of the 
first conversion-&ermon is Eehold the Bridegroom cometh which will 
be discuued shortly in relation to Ruysbroeck. It can be found in 
Susanna Winltworth1s translation of the Life and Serao:na (Londo:nl 
H. R, Allenson, 1905). 
2. •u iB in the highest degree tmlikely that Tauler, a Dominican friar, 
should oppose the papal instructions. For him obedience to the See 
of Rome was axiomatic.• Clark, op. cit., p. 38. 
3. ••They (Tauler and Heinrich von !l!!rdlingen) have set the world ablaze 
with their fiery tongues,' wrote Christina Ebner in the Dominican 
DUI1Dery of Jlngeltal near lll!rnberg about 1350." Ibid., p. 39. 
And opposition to the Holy See.l 
Tradition speaks of illness suffered long2 
!efore release from pain--in the cloisters 
He loved so well his bed7 laT--his stone 
.A4orns a church he never knew,3 and thus 
Reform has clailled a IIBD. whose faithfulness, 
Attested by a hundred words, must stand 
Against attempts to read a faith unborn 
Into the thinking of his thought divine. 
4 
1. "But in ecclesiastical matters of a practical kind, the zeal of his 
love for the people changed into a zeal of indignation at their false 
leadera. Be e:pressed himself strongly against letting the poor and 
ignorant die under excommunication without 8J1Y fault of theirs; and 
emitted several consolatory tracts exhorting priests to administer 
them the sacraments before their decease." Ullmann, op. cit., II, p.211. 
1Den1fle has pointed out that it was permissible to give the last 
sacraments to the dying even at a time of interdict. • Clark, op. cit., 
p. 38. 
2. Clark sqa ten weeks, Ullmann twenty. 
3. 1 Tauler died on June 16th, 1361, according to the inscription on his 
tombstone •••• An old tradition affirms that hs died after a ten 
weeks 1 illness in the garden of the convent of St. •ikolaua in undis, 
where his siiter was a nun. He was buried in the cloisters of the 
Dominican friary. His tombstone 1a now in the new Protestant Church, 
which was built on the same site." Clark, op. cit., p. 4o. 
4. 1As a general rule, !l'auler avoids the semblance of heresy. When danger-
ous ground is to be trod, he defines his terms and keeps well within 
the liaita of the atrictest orthodoxy.• ~ •• p. 45. 
D, !.HE TRADITION OF BJ!:LA.'UONSHIP l!ETWDN 
UULER AND RUYSl!ROECX 
When dates are known, 1 and cirClllllstances tend 
To lend a credence to a tale part-true, 
The mind of man takes wings to bring to pasa 
!he heart 1 a desire, Tradition can be true 
Or false, and a1110ne can marshal facta 
To weld a chain of circumstance, which done, 
Encircles probabilit;r, not truth, 
But when the weight of scholarship is known 
Probabl;r true outweighs probabl;r false, 2 
To assume that Tauler and the l!lessed 
John of RuTsbroeck had once met face to face 
Is not amiss: for when the light of God 
Illuined hill, would not he seek to see 
The man whose thoughts had turned his feet to GodJ3 
1, The dates of Tauler, 1290-1361; and of RuTsbroeck, 1293-1381, 
2, EvelTn 11nderhill in ll&abroeck is the only author conaulted who 
states: 1 The tradition which places among these disciples the great 
Dominican m;rst1c Tauler is probably falee; though man:r passages in 
Tauler' a later sermons suggest that he was strongly influenced by 
R~sbroeck1 a works, which had already attained a wide circulation,• 
Po 3lo 
3, 1 In all probabilit;r, it was after his conversion to m;raUcism that 
he travelled to Grlnthal to see R~sbroeck, This visit, presuppos-
ing as it does a secret bias to the viewa of the ~stic, could 
scarcel:r fail to confirm him in them, (Cf,, 11nderhill 1s recognition 
of RuTsbroeck1a influence in note above:T !auler was a far better 
scholastic than BDTsbroeck; but Ruysbroeck, having practiced it from 
his ;routh up, was greatly his s~erior in power and depth of contem-
plation, • '11llmann, op, cit., pp, 206-207. 
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The once great preacher humbled in his cell 
For four and twent7 months, and then released 
!l'o preach, became a laughing stock in town 
!ecause his tongue was tied.1 But grace divine 
Was manifest in these afflictions dire. 
The first great sermon of his life in Christ 
Waa based upon the book, the Blessed John 
Had called The Adornment of the Marriage-
A spiritual nuptual with the Christ, 
Hie bod7 followed then his heart. He sought 
!l'he :Blessed John in th-oenendael2 and learned 
!o love the imitation of the Christ 
!1'o bring a content to this way that one 
Had brought before;3 but in the ~stic 1 s hands 
4 Had proven destitute, and faith and works 
Were joined in the Eternal Paradox.5 
1. !l'he Latin Lite of !l'auler relates that in the 7ear 1346, a Master of 
!l'heology was preaching when a ~ discovered that he was without 
grace. Asking the preacher to teach how a man could attain perfec-
tion and nearnesa to God, the layman copied the sermon as it was 
preached and then pointed out that the preacher was a Pharisee. 
Recognizing the truth of the accusation, he retired to his cell to 
seek humilit7. .After two 7ears, he was visited b7 the layman again 
and urged to preach. !l'he attempt was a diuaal failure. !l'hree days 
later he preached en the theme 1llehold the Bridegroom cometh, go 7e 
out to meet him, • and produeed a great impression. ResUIIIes of this 
life 11a7 be found in Cla.rk: and Ullmann and in its ent1ret7 in Wink-
worth. 
2. 1According to Suriua, the biographer of ~sbroeck:, he often went to 
Groenendael near Waterloo to see the great Flemish ~atic, but there 
is no indication of' the date of these journe7s.• Clark, op. cit,, 
p. 39. 
gg 
3• St. Francis of Assisi. 
4. 1 In this manner Tauler, although not the first who did so, introduced 
with peculiar efficacy and success ths important doctrine of the 
imitation of Christ, and of the adoption of his life of poverty and 
active love, as an essential element, into the sphere of mysticism, 
securing to it by that means a rich practical content of which, in 
the hands of RQysbroeck, it was as yet destitute.• Ullmann, op. cit., 
p. 208. 
5. Supra, p. 62. 
CRAP!l.'ER SIX 
SUMMARY Alm JUSTIFICATION Ol' !LU STUDY 
The viaion dim has now become a truth, 
Perceived in knowledge, as the ~stic WST 
Rae opened, and RQrsbroeck1s thought unfolded. 
An apostle he, of ~stic action, 
Alluri11g men to try his WST of life: 
To suffer Augustinian restlessness, 
Until the great awakening sets to work 
Purgation, through the Active Life; and next, 
Illumination lights Interior Life; 
To meet in Unity, the Life he called 
:Beyond all essence, one with God in God. 
His place within the ~stic scheme of things 
Is honored more by one who knows his life 
Than those who walk in ignorance. To trace 
That life has been to see the ~stic strands 
Units to brillg an emphasis more strong 
To the Eternal truth, that God is love. 
And not content to hold that love vi thin 
He poured his soul upon the written page. 
His thoughts of God and Christ revealed the heart 
That had a debt to pay: to love the love 
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!hat loves, once paid, but ever reincurred. 
Inspired by the Holy Ghost he wrote 
Of all he knew, the faili:c.gs of the Church 
The weakness of the shepherds of the flock; 
But staunchly held the right of Mother Church 
And never slipped in heresy. His love, 
Transmitted throll€;!1 his person, would yet flow 
Into the spirit of a time to come: 
Through Gerhardt Groote and Tauler, his ideas 
Would come to flower in a way of life, 
Apart from speculation, drinking deep 
Of life's well-springs in ways he never knew. 
A ~st unrest would he create through those 
Who caught his mTStic vision of God's love 
And in the light of it they worked, sans rest, 
Sans haste, contributing to a groundBWelll 
As teachers dared to teach that love excelled, 
And friars dared to censure Mother Church, 
ror inhumanity to man. From him 
!he fountainhead, has flowed three precious rills; 
The first, the rill of education, feeds 
The second rill of practised piety, 
While together they feed the rill of faith 
Which to the fo'UII.tain basin flows a stream 
To flood a church reformed in agoey, 
Still divided the men who love the Church 
As Christ's own Elood and Flesh must raise their eyes 
Above the fountain basin to the Head 
.And in the Mystic sprBT catch sight of' God 
Tracing a rainbow in the mist to say 
~t His own essence flows in purest love 
'!o all who thirst for Hill. The time will come 
When words will prove no barriers, and we 
Shall nothing be, except in Him whose love 
The mwstic tries again. Words will fail and fail 
»ut love will never fail; for God is love. 
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.A.llSTRAC'! 
~e life and wri~ings of the :Blessed John of ~sbroeck lie a~ 
the he~ of the Golden Age of ~sticisa. ~e purpose of ~his st~ 
has been ~o presen~ hil lif'e and an interpretation of' his writings in 
the f'orm of a narratin poem, thouroll,gbl.y doc'WIIented according to 
accep~ed disse~ation practice, and to show tha~ his lif'e and writings 
exerted influence upon Gerhardt Groo~e and John Tauler. 
~e result of the st~ indicates tha~ Rcy-sbroeck had a clear 
aonception and s~ructure f'or his mys~ical ~ought presenting a 
doc~rine of God: rather, Son, and Holy Spiri~, a doctrine of' man, 
and a conception of' the Church, which, while illliiDinated in llla.ll1' 
instances with ~s~ic insight, a.re still conformable to the spiri~ 
and intellect of the fourteenth century. 
Hie W&T of resolving the lllternal Pa.ra.do:z: of Rest and Work 
captured the imagination of Groote and '!auler. Groote, working through 
the llre~hren of the Common Lif'e and infusing the Dev6~io Moderna 
through the brother houses of' the Low Countries, exemplified the work 
concept as he had learned it through ~he Augustinian Canon regu1a at 
Groenendael. Tauler captured ~sbroeck1 s concept of' union with God 
as expressed in !'he .&dormnent of the Spiri ~ual Marriage and ~ 
Sparkling Stone and translated that concept :f'roa speculation into 
action as his sermons fired the people who came to hear him. 
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Thus through the educational methods of the Erethren and the 
preaching zeal of the Jriends, the concepts of ~sbroeck gained the 
attention of the people of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, 
contributing to the groundswell which eventuated in the Reformations, 
Justification for the use of poetry in this study may be found 
in the tact that much of the work of Rqysbroeck was originally east 
in a verse structure which is not unpleaeing, although the poems 
were never accepted by students of literature for their literary 
quality. 
The whole of Christian ~sticiam lies 
In love identifying mind and soul 
With God, and sharing sacrifice with Christ. 
This definition of Christian ~stieism drawn from the writings 
ot Rutabroeek and cast into poetic form indicates the structure of the 
entire atudT, a merging of mind and spirit, The mind studying to 
learn, and the spirit eager to communicate. 
A debt to ~~ to love the love that loves, 
Jnd yet, once paid, is ever reineurred. 
Thia thought eXPressed in poetrY BUIDIII8.rizes over a page of Ruysbroeck 1 s 
prose in The Seven Steps of the Ladder of !eiritual Love without doing 
an injustice to the passage, 
• • • • • • • • • . • • • • One unbegotten 
Nor begetting; but pouring forth from God 
The lather and the Son as their own breath 
He moves the Soul to seek Him seeking it. 
This description of the function of the Holy Spirit actually compresses 
almost an entire chapter of The Adornment of the Spiritual Marria.ge. 
These excerpts from the body of the dissertation, illustrate the 
manner and style of communication. 
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Included in the stuey is a complete biographical sketch of John 
of Ruysbroeck and briefer summaries of the lives of Gerhardt Groote 
and John ~auler. These biographies augment the actual works and give 
a clearer conception of the times in which thttr lived than could be 
obtained without them. The stuey concludes with the vision that 
••••••••••• • The time will come 
When words will prove no barriers, and we 
Shall nothing be, except in Ria whose love 
!he mystic t17s to gain. Words will fail and fail; 
:But love will never fail. for love iB God. 
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Appendix AI 
The Definition of Mysticism Vsed in the Text 
The definition that "Christian ~sticism is love identifying mind 
and soul with God and sharing sacrifice with Christ," is adequate for an 
appreciation of Reysbroeck and hie ~eticism, It is unf'ortuns.te that the 
great ~sties themselves have, of necessity, concentrated on their exper-
ience and that we must rely upon stlldents of ~sticism, viewing the 
phenomena !rom a non-participating standpoint for definitions. 
The historian, the psychologist, the philosopher, the theologian, 
viewing the observable evidence of the Mystic WQT, then attempt to ex-
press that which they have seen evidenced in the life of the mystic in 
abstract terms according to Aristotelian or Xantian logic, !l.'his results 
1 in the development of a Mysticismue which in m~ ways has made the 
reality of the experience secondarT to history, psychology, philosophy or 
theologr, a result the mystics themselves would deplore. For while their 
thought and lives may assume a pattern which may be readily catalogued, 
the beginning of all mysticism, for the ~stic, is his own personal 
experience, This subjective experience is more real to him than ~ form 
of speculation, 
1. The German dTaijijgistic ending ~ can be clearly appreciated by refer-
ence to Deiasmann1e Paulus. •Ieben dar ungeheuren Diskussion tiber die 
literarischen Fragen, inbesondere tber die Echtheit der Paulusbriefe 
und des Verhlltnis der Apostelgeschichte su den Paulusbriefen, 1st es 
hauptelchlich daa sogenannte 'System dar paulinischen Theologie 1 oder 
der 1Paulinismus 1 gewesen, denen des heisse Ringen dreier Generationen 
gegolten hat. • • , Ein grosses ungel8stes Rltsel hat die doktrinllire 
Paulusforschung sudem hinterlassen:die offene Fraga, inwiefern dem von 
ihr ermittelten 1Paulinismus 1 jene Lebenskrlfte innewohnten, die mis-
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!rile Christian mystic identifies thia experience as a great outpouring 
of loye, St, John of the Cross speaks of a soul going forth, being led by 
God, •tor love of Him alone, enkindled in love of Him, upon a dark night, 
which is the privation and purgation of all its sensual desires.•1 Strange-
ly enough, the Dark ~ight of the Soul, so prominent in the Spanish mystics, 
and frequently found in the female mystics, plays only a minor role in 
RQyabroeck's thinking, His knowledge of the love of God is more positiYe 
and joyous than that of some of the aecetic 1D7Btics. 
Prancis de Sales speaks of deYCtion as love, (Devotion being identi-
fied as a way of life, in this instance might well be called mysticism.) 
1True, liYing deYotion, Philothea, presupposes the love of God, and hence 
2 it is nothing else than the love of God, • !rhis love of God, which is so 
characteristic, that we readily identify •God is love0 as a divine revel&-
tion,3 is a prerequisite for the mystic, The true Christian mystic will 
always attribute whatever insights he III!IJ' receive of the nature of reality 
as he sees it, not to his own striving; but to the love of God being made 
manifest in his consciousness, Hence the definition of Noack cited by Inge 
that •N;rsticism iti' formless speculation, •4 1s of no value to ths mystic. 
sionierend, weil hinreissend, auf einfache Menschen in der Grossst!dten 
dar antiken Mittelmeerwelt wirken mu.sten.• p, 3· Deissmann then goes 
on to say that he would be afraid the people of Ikonium, Thessalonika, 
and Corinth would have the same experience as l!lutychus of Troas it they 
were made to listen to a christological, harmonological, eschatological 
paragraph of modern •Paulinismus,• 
1, St, John of the Cross, The Ascent of Mount Carmel, tr. E. Allison Peers 
(London: Burne, Oates, Washbourne, Ltd,, 1953), p, 18, 
2, St, Prancis ds Sales, Introduction to the Devout Life, tr, John X. ~ 
(:lew York: Image :Books, 1955), p, 36. 
3, "!eloved, let us love one another: for love is of God, and everyone 
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~e first phrase of the definition used herein states what mysticism 
is in terms of essence: the second phrase, 1 identifying mind and soul with 
God,n embodies the goal of Ruysbroeck1 s mysticism. He has been called an 
apostle of mysticism because he is so insistent that the ~~stic w~ be 
learned. He outlines the Active Life and the Interior Life in logical 
development as if one naturally followed the other. At each stage of 
development, however, he is careful to assert that the progress of the 
soul is not assured by the labor of the mind. 1 If a man does all he can, 
and cannot do more because of his feebleness, it rests with the infinite 
goodness of God to finish the work.•l For every reaching up of the hands 
of man there must be a reaching down of the hands of God. When the 
creature thus meets the Creator the fruition of the mystic experience is 
consummated. In time, it may last but a moment, this identification of 
the self with God; but from it stems the last concept contained in the 
definition: 1 sharing sacrifice with Christ.• 
If love is the essence of Ruysbroeck1 s mysticism, and the identifica-
tion of mind and woul with God is the goal of his mysticism, then is the 
sharing sacrifice with Christ the authenticating seal of the reality of 
his experience. Shakespeare puts into the mouth of Hamlet these words: 
that loveth 1s born of God, and knoweth God. He that loveth not, know-
eth not God; for God is love. • I John 4: 7-S. 
4. Inge, op. cit., p. 338. 
1. Ruysb1'oeck, 1~e Adornment of the Spiritual Marriage," cap. 1. 
1 
••• ~e spirit that I heve seen 
~be a devil; and the devil beth power 
!!'assume a pleasing shepe; ;yea, and perhaps 
Out of my weakness and my melanchol;y, 
As he is very potent with such spirits, 
Abuses me to damn me. 1 
~ pamPhlet war with Eloemardinne, in which ~sbroeck fought the 
battle of true mysticism against mysticalit;y, sharpened his thinking. 
This thought reached its greatest clarit;y in a paradox: eternal rest 
and eternal work. ~e identifying self with God would take place in an 
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eternal rest; while sharing sacrifice with Christ would be an eternal work. 
Bloamardinne advocated quietism while ~sbroeck conceived of the 
super-essential life as an accompaniment or preliminary of the most strenu-
ous work. He condemned the natural repose as an idlenass and interior 
vacanc;y. The concept of work is a vital part of any definition of mysti-
cism. Without it, there can be no positive action justifying the unitive 
experience and mysticism can be equated with existentialism. It is the 
shering sacrifice with Christ that gives objectivit;y to the mystic exper-
ience and literall;y raises it above itself and relates it to all mankind. 
And thus simpl;y defined 
The whole of Christian mysticism lies 
In love identifying mind and soul 
With God, and sharing sacrifice with Christ. 
1. Act II, scene ii, 11. 626-631. 
Appendix B: R~sbroeck1 s Influence 
Upon Tauler as Evidenced in Tauler 1s Sermons 
!be first trace of ~sbroeck1 s influence upon the thought of John 
Tauler ie apparent in the conversion stor.y. While this history is gen-
erally regarded as fiction, nevertheless the structure for the conver-
aion 1a not inadequate. A certain Master of Theology ~ras confronted by 
a layman and charged with being a Pharisee. ijpon st;ict examination, 
the Master discovered truth in the laymen's accusation and sought to 
achieve spirituality with the layman's guidance. 
The eloquent preacher was then assigned a period of silence for 
two years during which time he trained himself in contemplation. Upon 
being released from his silence, a crowd gathered to hear him preach and 
he was tongue-tied. Ridiculed and mocked, he retired to his cell. Within 
the week another sermon was announced, although the monk added, 6llut what 
he will do this time, I know not; God only knoweth. n 
The second attempt after his illumination produced excellent results. 
1 The sermon is preserved in the tenth chapter of this history, and the 
text is the same text that introduces ~sbroeck1 s ~ Adornment of the 
Spiritual Marriage. In this sermon, after setting forth the suffering 
of the Bride, the Master speaks 0 The torrent of divine love, and this love 
flows out unto the Bridegroom, insomuch that the Bride loseth herself, and 
is intoxicated with love so that she forgets herself, and all creatures, in 
1. and Life of the Reverend John Tauler, tr. by Susanna Wink-
worth London: H. R. Allen, 1905 , pp. 85-92. 
1 time or eternity, together with herself,• 
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The torrent of divine love is a figure used frequently by Ruysbroeck 
sometimes in the form of "a vast ocean wherefrom all good things have 
flowed,• 2 sometimes as an "ebb and flow,n3 sometimes as a fountainhead, 4 
"' or as a brook.~ The self-forgetfulness is the naughting of Ruysbroeck 
in which all activity fails as he 1 is vanquished by the working of God's 
ab71JIIIal love,•6 
Aa this sermon stands, according to the history, at the beginning of 
Tauler 1s effective career it is scarcely surprising to note in subsequent 
se:rmons strong traces of Ruysbroeck1 s influence. Ona cannot read the 
sermons of Tauler without being struck by a similarity of speech and 
thought, figure and concept. Susanna Winkworth notes that the edition of 
Tauler 1s sermon prepared by Suriue 1n 1548 adds the names of Eckart, Suso, 
and Rwsbroeck to several of the sermons attributed to Tauler in the gen.-
eral title. She readily identifies the style of Eckart and Suso but ad-
mits that "that of Rwsbroeck seems to me less [recognizablif,n7 
Of greater import in tracing the development in the sermons is the 
general theme or idea, the proposition as stated by Tauler. The Sermon 
1. Ibi!\, p, 90. 
2, The Xingdom of the Lovers of God, p, 100, 
3, The :Book of Supreme Truth, cap, :rlii, 
4, The Adornment of the Spiritual Marriage, lib.ii, cap xxxvii. 
5o ~· o lib, 11, CaPo =v, 
6, ~·· lib, ii, cap. lxv. 
7. Winkworth, op, cit,, p, 19. 
lOS 
for the First Sunday after Easter is based upon John 20:19 and describes 
1 
"how we are to ascend by three stages to true peace and purity of heart. • 
And hiB Second Sermon for the Fourth Sunday after Easter speaks of 0 three 
hindrances which resist the coming of the Holy Ghost in three classes of 
men. •2 
loth of these themes are developed in detail in Ruysbroeck, the first 
in the Adornment of the Spiritual Marriage and the second in The Kingdom of 
the Lovers of God. The three stages correspond to the active, interior, 
and superessential life as conceived b7 ~sbroeck. The hindrances of 
which Tauler speaks are 0 sinf'ul persons or open sinners. n3 ~sbroeck 
speaks of •men of the first kind who live in open mortal sin.n4 ~aulerls 
second hindrance concerns misuse of the sacraments while Ruysbroeck cites 
those who pursue some error against the creed. The third hindrance which 
~auler lists includes those who are too fond of contemplating the images 
of outward things, while ~sbroeck speaks of those who do good works 
for temporal gains. 
~ image of Mount Tabor appears in ~auler 1 s Sermon on a l!artyr Is Day 
in almost identical content to Ruysbroeck1s use in The Sparkling Stone. 
The isolated instances could be multiplied greatly without adding to the 
weight of influence. 
1. W:inkworth, op. cit., p. 315. 
2. ~ .. p. 328. 
3. llli·. p. 328. 
4. The Xingdom of the Lovers of God, cap. vii. 
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Of more significance is the book The ll'ollowin£; of Christ by Tauler, 
While Tauler emphasizes a poverty in man to a greater extent than appears 
in RuTabroeck, the development of the Spirit of God spee.king without 
image or form corresponds to Ruysbroeck1s Waylessness or Unwalled state, 
The parallel of light revealing the Presence of God and the Father of 
light is too exact to be coincident, 
Wautier speaks of the tradition of the Tauler-Ruysbroeck relationship 
as belig aPParently without doubt but the influence of Ruysbroeck on 
Tauler as being undeniable especially in the sermons after 1350, the 
!ook of the Four Temptations being reproduced in its entirety in Sermon I 
in prima Dominica guadr. And three chapters of The Adornment of the 
Spiritual Marriage appear in Sermon II in eadem Dominica,1 
In light of the above, the text •Probably true outweighs probably 
false• is undoubtedly justified. 
1. Wautier, op, cit,, p, 245. 

